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CONTRACT NETWORKS
 FOR ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION

SUMMARY

A contract network extends the concept of a contract path to address the problem of
loop flow and congestion in electric power transmission systems. A contract network option
provides a well defined, internally consistent framework for assigning long-term capacity rights
to a complicated electric transmission network. The contract network respects the special
conditions induced by Kirchoff's Laws; accommodates thermal, voltage and contingency
constraints on transmission capacity; and can be adopted without disturbing existing methods for
achieving an economic power dispatch subject to these constraints. By design, a contract network
would maintain short-run efficiency through optimal spot price determination of transmission
prices. Through payment of congestion rentals, the contract network makes a long-term capacity-
right holder indifferent between delivery of the power or receipt of payments in a settlement
system. And the contract network framework can support allocation of transmission capacity
rights through a competitive bidding process.



CONTRACT NETWORKS
 FOR ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION

William W. Hogan1

Everybody talks about the weather,
but nobody does anything about it.2

INTRODUCTION

The electric utility industry has entered a new era, one characterized by competition

between utility-owned and independent power, by long-term movements of power from one

franchise area to another, and in some instances from one country to another, and by the

development of short-term markets in which many buyers shop for the lowest cost power for their

customers.3 This greater use of market forces, encouragement of new suppliers, increasing

                                                            

     1 Thornton Bradshaw Professor of Public Policy and Management, Kennedy School of government,
Harvard University, and Director, Putnam, Hayes & Bartlett, Inc., Cambridge MA. I have benefitted from repeated
conversations on transmission pricing with members of the Harvard Utility Forum, colleagues and clients at Putnam,
Hayes and Bartlett, and many others including Robert Arnold, Homer Brown, Douglas Bohi, Roger Bohn, Bernard
Cherry, Charles Cicchetti, Ron Clark, Gordon Corey, James Cunningham, Charles Davies, Ken Fleming, Richard
Flynn, Mark Friese, James Groelinger, George Gross, Kenneth Haase, George Hall, Steve Henderson, Steve Herod,
Eric Hirst, Terry Howson, Robert Irwin, Joseph Keppinger, Henry Lee, William Lindsay, Cathy Mannion, David
Marshall, John Macadam, James Malinowski, John Meyer, Thomas Milburn, Ray Orson, Howard Pifer, Douglas
Powell, Martin Rosevear, Bart Smith, Charles Stalon, Irwin Stelzer, Donald Stock, Hodson Thornber, and Max
Wilkinson. The idea of using contract networks for defining long-term rights grew out of intensive discussions with
Sarah Johnson, Thomas Parkinson, Larry Ruff, and Michael Schnitzer. Support has come in part from the Harvard
Utility Forum. The author is a consultant on electric transmission issues for Duquesne Light Company, the British
National Grid Company, and Electricorp of New Zealand. The views presented in this paper are not necessarily
attributable to any of those mentioned, and the remaining errors are solely the responsibility of the author.

     2 Often attributed to Groucho Marx, but earlier from Charles Dudley Warner, Hartford Courant, Editorial,
August 24, 1897.

     3 P.L. Joskow, "Regulatory Failure, Regulatory Reform, and Structural Change in the Electric Power
Industry", Brookings Papers on Economic Activity: Microeconomics, Brookings Institution, Washington, DC, 1989,
pp. 125-208, provides an overview of the recent trends of competitive forces in the United States. For a comparison
of U.K. and U.S. trends and the impact on transmission, see Max Wilkinson, "Power Monopolies and the Challenge
of the Market: American Theory and British Practice," Discussion Paper E-89-12, Energy and Environmental Policy
Center, Kennedy School of Government, Harvard University, September 1989.



reliance on economy power sales, and recent precedents in power company mergers has placed

new demands on the electric power transmission system. Efficient use of the transmission system

in a market context calls for changes in the institutions that govern transmission transactions.

"The most debated public policy issue involving the electric utility industry of the 1990s will

likely be that of transmission access and the use of the bulk power system."4

One unfulfilled requirement is for a consistent system of (i) short-term use pricing and

(ii) long-term firm transmission capacity rights that can accommodate the complex problems of

loop flow in the presence of line thermal limits, bus voltage tolerances, and other constraints on

the transmission system.

Everybody talks about loop flow, but nobody does anything about it.5 Most prevailing

firm transmission rights are specified in terms of "contract paths" or "interface transfer

capabilities" that do not address the special conditions in electric networks.6 The present paper

suggests the use of a "contract network" as a basic building block of a market in power

transmission. A contract network and the associated rights can accommodate a system for

short-term efficient pricing and long-term firm use of a transmission network.

The next section outlines the basic requirements for firm transmission rights. A

                                                            

     4 Special Report, "Transmission...A Continuing Controversy," Public Utilities Fortnightly, July 19, 1990,
p. 12.

     5 For an extended discussion of the problem of loop flow and other special conditions in electric markets,
see Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, The  Transmission  Task  Force's  Report  to  the  Commission.  Electricity
Transmission: Realities, Theory, and Policy Alternatives, Washington, DC, October 1989. The National Regulatory
Research Institute report, K. Kelly, J. S. Henderson, and P. A. Nagler, Some  Economic  Principles  for  Pricing
Wheeled  Power, NRRI-87-7, Columbus OH, August 1987, provides an excellent introduction and overview of the
principal technological, economic, and institutional factors relevant to transmission networks.

     6 One partial exception is the Texas region, ERCOT, which uses network flow analysis to evaluate
wheeling and transmission under certain simplifying assumptions to calculate impacts throughout a network. The
AC system is electrically isolated from the rest of the United States.
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subsequent section summarizes the principal problems in describing the economics of electric

networks, including loop flow, thermal limits, voltage tolerances and contingency constraints.

With this background, we present the concept of a contract network and its associated firm

transmission rights, and link this long-term definition to short-term efficient transmission prices.

An example illustrates the general model, followed by a sketch of a bidding system for allocating

firm transmission rights. The final section outlines a few of the research questions raised by the

prospect of designing a practical system based on a contract network model. An appendix

provides supporting details.

FIRM TRANSMISSION RIGHTS

It is easy to think of the attractions of the electric power grid as a highway for

delivering cheap power from distant sources. Located far from urban load centers, low cost

hydro or coal plants send power over the grid and reduce the difficulty of constructing new

facilities in environmentally more sensitive areas. But despite the appeal of low cost power, the

principal functions of the electric power transmission grid continue to be in maintaining reliability

and lowering generation capacity costs through system diversity and capacity sharing. Even

without the attractions of cheap energy from distant sources, much of the existing electric power

grid would be justified by the reliability benefits alone.7 Hence, multiple uses motivate the grid

operator's procedures and priorities.

                                                            

     7 For a discussion of the many aspects of reliability and stability, see G. R. Corey, "Some Observations
on Bulk Power Markets in the United States," Public  Utilities  Fortnightly, Sept. 14, 1989.
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Pressure  for   Transmission  Rights

As for the interstate highway system, perhaps the best transmission policy might be to

maintain excess capacity everywhere and eliminate any concerns about access and congestion.

But the transmission system is becoming more like the downtown streets with all the problems

of excess demand for a common property resource. Unfortunately, when traffic stalls on this

highway, the whole system can come crashing down. With capacity limits and the associated

congestion expected to continue, there is a need for a new definition of the rules of the road.

Traditionally, with the focus on reliability, management of the grid could and did

operate successfully through a system of committees, a club of insiders who could arrange and

would honor informal "gentlemen's agreements" to share the economic burdens and benefits. But

in recent years the changing economic conditions have put this club under pressure. The rise of

sustained long-distance economy power sales has increased the importance of the grid and raised

the economic stakes. Now imperfections in the informal arrangements can have substantial

economic impact, and the club meetings have become more contentious. The traditional club

members -- electric utilities -- are searching for alternatives.

Furthermore, the related interest in greater use of market forces has included

widespread entry of new participants. In some areas of the country, independent power producers

(IPPs) or non-utility generators (NUGs) are expected to provide virtually all the new power

generating capacity. During the recent period of excess generating capacity, these new

participants have been accommodated as special cases. Fortunately, as special cases they were

small and few and, therefore, easy to absorb. But this is about to change as the nation looks to

expanding generating capacity. And the new players are clamoring for admission to the
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transmission club with assignment of meaningful transmission rights.8 Often this pressure for

opening the transmission grid includes an equal interest in developing a full-blown competitive

market for new power sources.9 And this will virtually require open access to the transmission

system:

A third variation is open transmission access so that any potential supplier
and any of the potential customers would be able to obtain the best prices.
I do not believe it is possible to have competitive bidding for generation
resources and customers without having some form of open transmission
access.10

Finally, if there is any doubt that the rules are changing, recent regulatory decisions

should settle the point that the status quo system is not up to meeting the challenges of the new

market. The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) has conditioned approval of utility

mergers on open access to the transmission grid, and many proposals have been offered as the

best design for pricing and using the grid.11 These new proposals highlight the several

interconnected components of transmission operations and economics. But none of the proposals

faces squarely the difficulty of defining, much less monitoring firm transmission rights in the face

                                                            

     8 For example, R. Pierce sees the debate as having moved beyond the policy issue to the question of who
will implement open access, the FERC or the courts. See R. J. Pierce, "Who Will Mandate Access to Transmission:
FERC or the Courts?," Public  Utilities  Fortnightly, Vol. 125, No. 7, March 29, 1990, pp. 28-29.

     9 In their innovative investigation of the even more ambitious step of deregulating existing power plants,
Schmalensee and Golub found that "the estimates of effective concentration are extremely sensitive to the
transmission capacity assumption," R. Schmalensee and B. Golub, "Estimating Effective Concentration in
Deregulated Wholesale Electricity Markets," The  Rand  Journal  of  Economics, Vol. 15, No. 1, Spring 1984, p.
21, emphasis in the original.

     10 Casazza, John A., "Free Market Electricity: Potential Impacts on Utility Pooling and Coordination,"
Public  Utilities  Fortnightly, February 18, 1988, p. 17.

     11 For a summary of alternative decisions and proposals, see Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, The
Transmission  Task  Force's  Report  to  the  Commission.  Electricity  Transmission:  Realities,  Theory,  and  Policy
Alternatives, Washington, DC, October 1989.
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of loop flow constraints.12

Efficient   Use  of  the  Electric  Power  System

The goal is to promote economic efficiency in the use of the electric power system.

Economic dispatch of electric power plants connected through a transmission grid provides a

natural starting point for discussion of efficient electricity markets. By definition, economic

dispatch maximizes the benefits less the costs subject to the availability of plants and the

constraints of the transmission network. The balancing of costs and benefits sets prices equal to

marginal costs reflecting both the direct costs of generation and the opportunity costs throughout

the system. With this perspective, the work of Schweppe et al. develops the theory of spot

pricing that respects the particular conditions of electric power transmission systems.13 Efficient

short-run prices are consistent with economic dispatch, and in principle short-run equilibrium in

a competitive market would reproduce both these prices and the associated power flows.

The availability of efficient short-run prices could provide a powerful tool for guiding

the use of the electric power system. The theory of spot pricing identifies the competitive price

at each bus. Efficient transmission of power from one bus to another would not be priced at

anything higher than the difference in the spot prices at the respective buses; hence this difference

is the natural equilibrium definition of the price of transmission. Therefore, a matrix of spot

                                                            

     12 For example, the FERC's recent "no fault" transmission policy as applied in the Public Service of
Indiana case explicitly declines to examine the reasons for the existence of any transmission constraints. W. Lindsay
and G. Hall, "Current Issues in Transmission Regulation," Putnam, Hayes and Bartlett, Inc., Washington, D.C., July
1990 (mimeo).

     13 The bible for the development and summary of the theory of spot market pricing is F. C. Schweppe,
M. C. Caramanis, R. D. Tabors, and R.E. Bohn, Spot  Pricing  of  Electricity, Kluwer Academic Publishers, Norwell,
MA, 1988. For a summary of the theory and related analyses, see the appendix.
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price differences across buses provides the framework for efficient transmission pricing. The

existence of efficient prices could motivate the use of a short-run market, or central dispatch

could be used in conjunction with an efficient pricing model combined with a settlement system

to manage the appropriate financial transfers among the participants. The theory of efficient

short-run power prices provides the well developed starting point for an efficient use of the

transmission system.14

Whatever the practice of short-run usage pricing, it must be integrated with a policy

for long-term access and contracts for firm transmission service. From one perspective, under

rather ambitious assumptions, the long-term market for power transmission could operate as a

sequence of efficient short-term spot markets. The principal requirement would be for decreasing

or, at least, constant returns to scale in the transmission system. Although full reliance on

short-term markets might be attractive in finessing the need for a definition of long-term rights,

even the narrow technical requirement of constant returns to scale is unlikely to be met in most

cases.15 Therefore, only in an ideal world would we be likely to rely on the optimal long-run

outcome arising from a series of short-run pricing decisions.

Hence creating a competitive long-term market presents a new set of complications.

And the long-run market is the key to overall efficiency. The most important requirement is to

provide the right incentives for location and construction of new generating facilities and new

                                                            

     14 For a more complete discussion, see Schweppe et al., 1988.

     15 The problems created by economies of scale are addressed in the context of transmission pricing in the
New Zealand by E. G. Read and D. P. M. Sell, "Pricing and Operation of Transmission Services: Short Run
Aspects," Report to Trans Power, Canterbury University and Arthur Young, New Zealand, October 1988; E. G.
Read, "Pricing of Transmission Services: Long Run Aspects," Report to Trans Power, Canterbury University, New
Zealand, October 1988; E. G. Read and D. P. M. Sell, "A Framework for Transmission Pricing," Report to Trans
Power, Arthur Young, New Zealand, December 1988.
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load centers. By comparison with the costs of poor choices on these major plant investment

decisions, there would likely be small inefficiencies from any failure to adopt a perfect short-run

transmission pricing model.

In addition to assigning rights to the existing transmission system, efficient expansion

of the transmission system, especially in the presence of economies of scale, presents its own set

of challenges. Expansion of a centrally operated grid used by many relatively small market

participants would require in principle a cost-benefit analysis that might lead to a solution that

would not be replicated in a decentralized market. And if there are large economies of scale,

efficient use of the transmission system might well produce prices which would not cover the

cost of the expansion.16 This subject, the optimal design and expansion of the transmission

network, is an important topic, but it is separable from the focus of the present discussion. Here

we assume that there is some mechanism for deciding on the design of the system and covering

the total costs (typically through "club membership" or access fees), and we address the problem

of defining and then allocating rights, and pricing the use of the system in the short and long

term.

Requirements  for   Firm   Transmission  Rights

Our perspective is on developing a framework for long-term contracts that define firm

rights to the transmission system. Experience suggests that investors in long-lived, fixed facilities

of the type and scale of major electric power plants will be reluctant to make commitments with

                                                            

     16 With a single price for use of the system, this is the familiar bridge toll setting problem where the total
benefits as measured by consumer surplus outweigh the costs of the bridge but the optimal short run price would
not produce enough revenue to cover those same costs.
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no more than a promise of being allowed to participate in a short-term spot market for

transmission services. Practical development of long-term deals with the associated capacity and

energy payments must include some form of firm right to power transmission. Ideally there will

be an associated usage pricing mechanism that reinforces the incentives for open access,

economic dispatch and efficient secondary markets for long-term firm rights.

In addition, any system for transmission rights must meet other equally important

criteria. Foremost is preservation of the reliability of power system operations. Any proposal

for revising the current system must recognize and respect the real complications of day-to-day

management of a power network. Just as with airlines and the air traffic control system,

investment and pricing rules must respect the unrestricted operational authority of the system

controllers.17 A proposal which requires a major change in current short-term system operations

will face possibly insurmountable institutional barriers.

Furthermore, a reasonable transmission allocation and pricing system should be

decomposable by region and company, and it must meet the test of administrative feasibility.

Finally, any transmission proposal must address the FERC concern over the existence and

possible abuse of market power. Ideally a transmission protocol should be consistent with a

competitive market and at least neutral with respect to the exercise of market power.

No current proposal meets all the tests, and the status quo is under pressure, especially

on the open access and economic efficiency tests. But moving from the status quo presents a

number of conceptual obstacles in defining transmission rights. What is the capacity of the

system? How can we deal with loop flow and move beyond the fiction of the contract path?

                                                            

     17 Eric Hirst suggested the analogy.
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How can we preserve reliability and capture the benefits of efficient pricing? How can we

allocate rights to the system?

TRANSMISSION CONTRACT PATH AND LOOP FLOW

The problems created by "loop flow" are familiar to electrical engineers but often

counterintuitive to others on first examination. Simply put:

Because of the nature of ac transmission systems, energy transactions
between two systems can cause flows in parallel transmission paths in other
connected systems not directly involved in the transaction.18

Electricity moves according to Kirchoff's laws, essentially following the path of least resistance.

As a result of these physical laws, power moves across many parallel lines in often circuitous

routes.19 One of the most important economic implications of this prevalence of loop flow is that

the power transmission highway is very unlike other highways, and analogies comparing other

highways, railroads, or pipelines can be quite misleading.20

The most ubiquitous analogy is the contract path. In a rail line it is easy to describe

the route that a train will take, and the existence of parallel track is not a problem in writing a

contract. The contract can specify a particular route and that path can be used. Likewise, it is

easy to look at a map of an electric transmission system and find a path between a generating

plant and a customer. And it is common practice to write a contract describing the power flow

                                                            

     18 North American Electric Reliability Council, 1989  Reliability  Assessment, September 1989, p. 31.

     19 The FERC report contains an excellent discussion of the problems of loop flow.

     20 John Meyer cautions that highway systems can be more complicated. Although an individual vehicle
can be routed along a particular path, the collection of all vehicles will respond to congestion by spilling over onto
all parallel paths. Hence the results here for electric networks are more general and may have applications in other
networks.
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over that path. But it may not be so easy to see that path used:

System economics often justify the use of transmission facilities among
interconnecting utilities to establish "contract paths" for interchange
transactions. In many instances, these facilities carry only a small fraction
of the transaction, the balance of the transaction utilizing facilities in other
systems.21

Hence, as illustrated in Figure 1, the "contract path" is a fiction.22 The actual flow of

Loop Flow

LOOP FLOW CAN AFFECT DISTANT THIRD PARTIES

Contract Path

Figure 1

power may and often does diverge widely from the contract path. As a result, the supposed

                                                            

     21 North American Electric Reliability Council, 1989  Reliability  Assessment, September 1989, p. 36.

     22  The figure is adapted from Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, The  Transmission  Task  Force's
Report  to  the  Commission.  Electricity  Transmission:  Realities,  Theory,  and  Policy  Alternatives, Washington, DC,
October 1989.
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economics of the contract path may have little to do with the actual costs of the power transfer.

Furthermore, these loop flows can affect third parties distant from the intended power flow, and

under the curretn rules these third parties may and often do incur costs without compensation.

When loop flow is a small part of power economics, when informal swaps can balance

out the effects over time, and when all the parties are members of the same transmission club,

it is reasonable to employ the contract path fiction as a practical accommodation in crafting

power contracts. These circumstances fit the past, and the contract path has been a workable

fiction. But all these conditions are changing. And it is widely recognized that giving explicit

attention to the economic effect of loop flow and the limitations of the contract path model

presents one of the greatest challenges for designing a new power transmission regime.

The problem of loop flow is ubiquitous and can invalidate some of the most important

elements of transmission agreements. For example, what is the capacity of the network? The

difficulty of defining the transfer capability of the power system is closely related to the

economic problems of loop flow.

While "transfer capabilities" between one system and another are often
quoted, it is understood by those who determine them, and those who use
them, that these capabilities are approximations for a specific set of
conditions and not firm values that apply at all times. Therefore, a
published "transfer capability" should be regarded more as a typical or
average value. The actual capability at any moment may be considerably
higher or considerably lower.23

 And this ambiguity about the capacity of the network does not depend on the condition

of the power lines. Even in normal periods of operation, when all the transmission lines are

available, the transmission capacity from one region to another depends critically on the

                                                            

     23 North American Electric Reliability Council, 1989  Reliability  Assessment, September 1989, p. 41.
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configuration of load and generation.

Consider the simple example in Figure 2. This network consists of three buses and

three lines. For the sake of illustration, we assume that the lines are identical except that a

thermal constraint on the line between buses 1 and 3 limits the flow on that line to 600

megawatts (MWs). Now suppose that we consider buses 1 and 2 to be in the same region,

perhaps the generating region, and bus 3 is the load region. What is the transfer capability from

the generating region to the load region?

The two panels in Figure 2 depict two different load patterns that exhaust the capacity

1 3

2

POWER TRANSFER CAPACITY VARIES WITH LOAD

1 3

2

900 MW? Or 1800 MW?

Is Transfer Capacity

Figure 2

of the constrained line. As seen by a comparison of the two panels, the estimate of the transfer
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capability depends on the configuration of the generation. In the left panel, the total demand at

bus 3 is for 900 MWs, and these 900 MWs are provided by the generator at bus 1. The flow of

power follows Kirchoff's laws. Since the path 1→2→3 is twice as long as the path 1→3, it has

twice the resistance. Hence 600 MWs move along the path 1→3, while 300 MWs move along

the parallel path 1→2→3. This is loop flow.24 There is no power generated at bus 2 and none can

be added there without violating the 600 MWs constraint on the line between 1 and 3. Because

of the constraint on the line between 1 and 3, as long as we choose to generate 900 MWs at bus

1, we cannot satisfy any more demand at bus 3. In a real sense, therefore, the power transfer

capability might be viewed as 900 MWs.

If demand increases at bus 3, there is no choice but to generate power at bus 2 and

reduce the generation at bus 1; otherwise the power flow along 1→3 would exceed the maximum

thermal limit. In the extreme, as shown in the right panel of Figure 2, if demand rises to 1800

MWs, the only solution is to generate all the power at bus 2 and none at bus 1. Hence, the power

transfer capability might be viewed as 1800 MWs.

In a real network, the conditions in the left panel of Figure 2 might represent the

economics and availability of generators at one time and the right panel would apply at another.

And the announced transfer capability might be somewhere in between. But -- "The actual

capability at any moment may be considerably higher or considerably lower." -- even when there

has been no change in the transmission system. A contract for 600 MWs between 1 and 3 may

have relied on a contract path along the direct connection, but the higher demand case would

                                                            

     24 Here we are ignoring losses and use the conventional DC load approximation for purpose of the
illustration. Since the lines are identical, path 1→2→3 has twice the resistance of path 1→3, which makes it easy to
verify the power flows. See the appendix for details.
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have precluded this use of the system and the contract right could not be honored. Evidently

changing load patterns could play havoc with transmission rights expected to extend over many

years.

This small system makes the interactions apparent, but in a larger network it can be

difficult to assign the loop flows. These examples illustrate the problems of defining and using

transmission rights along a contract path. An alternative is to define the rights in terms of a

contract network.

DEFINING TRANSMISSION RIGHTS IN A CONTRACT NETWORK

If electric power flows on every parallel path, then the definition of rights and contracts

need a better approximation than the contract path. The contract network is an extension of the

contract path that provides a framework for defining long-term rights while preserving short-run

efficient use of the system.

A contract network is an aggregation of the real network to a set of buses and lines

that provide an acceptable approximation of the principal transmission economics and constraints.

The power transmission rights and prices can be defined in terms of this contract network. While

the contract network could be the real network, the expectation is that a more simplified

description would capture the most important deviations from the contract path.25 What is an

acceptable approximation will be an empirical matter that can be addressed once we understand

                                                            

     25 Aggregation of networks to describe transmission flows is common. Applications include aggregate
representations of interconnections between power pools. See W. Hogan, , "Approximating Efficient Short-run
Prices for Electric Power Transmission" Discussion Paper E-89-13, Energy and Environmental Policy Center,
Kennedy School of Government, Harvard University, October 1989, Revised November 1989, Appendix, for a
discussion of aggregation assumptions and the link between the real network and the aggregate representation.
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how the contract network will be applied. For the moment we focus on the competitive case

without market power and consider the requirements for efficient use.

Efficient   Pricing

In the short-run, the problem of loop flow calls out for a process that will discipline

use of the transmission system. In particular, the transmission protocol for a competitive market

should (i) respect long-term capacity rights, (ii) force short-run users to recognize opportunity

costs, and (iii) promote efficient trades to capture the changing economics of power loads and

power generation. Those who have long-term rights should not be disadvantaged by the

short-term problems of transmission congestion; those who create loop flow congestion should

pay the full cost induced by their use of the system; and those who have cheap power should be

able to trade with those who have expensive power. In short -- short-term transmission prices

should be determined by optimal spot prices of the type developed by Schweppe and others.

Although these spot prices can vary significantly over time, our focus is on the locational

differences in prices.

The transmission prices calculated according to optimal spot pricing theory incorporate

the marginal cost of generation, the marginal cost of losses, and the opportunity cost created by

congestion in the system. The first two cost groups are straightforward. Economic dispatch calls

for the use of the cheapest combination of power plants needed to meet the existing load. If all

the plants and loads were located at the same place, then the plants would be dispatched in order

of lowest to highest marginal cost. If plants are located in different places, and power must

travel over the transmission grid, then the losses of power in transmission should enter the
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economic dispatch calculation. But again, after adjusting for losses, economic dispatch calls for

using the cheapest plants first, and optimal spot prices will be equal to marginal costs.

If the transmission grid is heavily loaded, however, bottlenecks may lead to congestion,

and congestion will prevent full use of all the cheapest plants. Often referred to as "out-of-merit"

dispatch, the constrained use of the plants creates a frequently significant opportunity cost that

can be assigned to the constraints which induce the congestion. This opportunity cost should be

included in the prices.

The congestion constraints arise in two principal forms. The first and easiest to

understand is the limit on the flow of power on an individual line. Just as in Figure 2, the

thermal capacity of a transmission line sets an upper limit on the flow of power on that line. And

through the interactions of Kirchoff's laws, a line constraint affects every other flow in the

network. A change in generation or load at any bus will have some effect on the flow on the

constrained line; hence the constraint can affect the opportunity costs at each bus. It is possible

to calculate the congestion cost induced by any thermal constraint and thereby estimate the effect

on the optimal spot prices throughout the network. The result for thermal constraints is a central

part of the theory of spot pricing, as reviewed in the appendix.

A second major source of congestion in a power network arises from voltage

magnitude constraints at buses. In normal operations or as an approximation of the more

complicated worst-contingency analysis, voltage constraints define operating bounds which can

limit the amount of power flowing on transmission lines.26 Even when power flows do not

                                                            

     26 Power system operators monitor operations to protect the system in the case of sudden loss of a
transmission line, generator and so on. The response to a contingency is rapid, hence operators must preserve enough
excess capacity to guarantee reliability even when a key component is suddenly removed. The worst-contingency
sets the limit on the system. This worst-case may be a thermal or a voltage constraint. See the appendix for a
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approach the thermal limits of the system, and the transmission lines appear to have excess

capacity, voltage limits can constrain the transfer capacity and must be included in the calculation

of congestion costs.

Voltage constraints inevitably require attention to both the real and reactive power

loads and transfers in the alternating current (AC) transmission system. Recall that real power

(the power that lights our lamps) is measured in watts or megawatts (MWs) and reactive power

is measured in voltage-amperes-reactive or vars and megavars (MVARs). Power generation, load,

and flow in an AC system are divided into both real and reactive power components. It is natural

for us to speak of real power flow, but an examination of reactive power takes all but the

electrical engineer into unfamiliar territory.27 Even the engineers have been known to shy away

from a physical interpretation of reactive power loads:

Recall that reactive power (VArs) is a purely mathematical concept used to
define how far the current is out of phase with the voltage. To best
understand reactive-power compensation, simply accept the fact that VArs
must be supplied to a transmission line to compensate for reactive power
consumption. Do not try to understand the meaning of reactive power in
physical terms.28

Without voltage constraints, the only matter of concern is the real power flow and it

is common practice to ignore the associated reactive power analysis. But voltage can be affected

by both real and reactive power loads, and the interaction between the two is critical in

                                                            

further discussion of contingency analysis and the estimation of prices in a contract network.

     27 See K. Kelly, J. S. Henderson, and P. A. Nagler, Some Economic Principles for Pricing Wheeled Power,
NRRI-87-7, Columbus OH, August 1987. Chapters 2 and 3 provide a usable description of the role and impact of
reactive power in transmission networks.

     28 John Reason, "Reactive-Power Compensation Avoids New Line Construction," Electrical World, October
1989, p. 35.
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determining both the induced limits on real power flows and the associated spot prices.29 In this

event, spot pricing now applies to both real and reactive power, and the associated transmission

prices must be determined for both types of power. The appendix summarizes the analysis for

pricing both real and reactive power loads and transmission.

Unfortunately, voltage limitations and the associated reactive power compensation

problems are prevalent. For example, the "surprising" power shortages in New England and New

York in 1988 were attributed in large part to voltage problems and the "hidden but critical" role

of reactive power.30 Hence it will not be enough to account for the congestion limits created

by thermal limitations on transmission lines. Any new regime for transmission access and pricing

must address the congestion problems created by reactive power compensation and voltage

constraints. The most direct method is to establish transmission prices and contract rights in

terms of both real and reactive power.

Capacity  Rights

In other networks, long-term rights for use of the system can be defined, enforced and

traded. For example, in allocating capacity in a gas transportation system, rights can be defined

to send gas through individual bottlenecks in the pipeline system. Holders of these rights can

                                                            

     29 It is well known that real power flows are largely determined by the difference in voltage angles across
lines and the flow of reactive power is determined by the differences in voltage magnitudes across lines. This often
leads to a "decoupled" analysis of power flows, and this allows the development of spot prices for real power
without considering reactive power loads. Furthermore, computational procedures for solving the AC load flow
equations often exploit a similar procedure. However, the decoupling on flows via the differences in angles and
magnitudes does not apply for the angles or the voltage magnitudes themselves, and calculation of induced
constraints and spot prices depends importantly on recognizing the interactions among real power, reactive power,
and voltage magnitude. See the appendix for more details. 

     30 G. Zorpette, "Moving Power Through the Northeast Corridor," IEEE  SPECTRUM, August 1989, pp.
46-47.
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use them, in which case their gas can be identified as having flown through the bottleneck. Or

holders can sell the rights to others in a secondary market, in which case the buyer has an equally

well-defined asset. In a fully functioning market for the well-defined rights, prices in the

short-run should reflect opportunity costs created by congestion at the bottleneck. The pipeline

operator need only keep a list of the current capacity-right holders and verify that actual use of

the system corresponds to the allocation of capacity. The secondary market provides the trading

opportunities and gives all the participants the right incentives to pursue economically efficient

exchanges.31

Implicitly this system for gas pipelines or other networks exploits the one-for-one

definition of the capacity rights. If you sell me one unit of capacity at a bottleneck, I have one

more unit of capacity. There is no complication of loop flow. But as discussed earlier in the

explanation of Figure 2, the story is different in the case of an electric transmission network.

Now there is no one-for-one trade and the impact of different loads can be far from obvious.

However, it is not necessary to identify the trades in different uses of electric

transmission capacity. As developed in the theory of spot pricing, the preferred definition of

transmission and its associated pricing is from bus to bus. With transmission prices defined as

the difference between the spot prices at the buses, we conceal the problems of loop flow in the

calculation of the prices and marginal costs. The spot prices summarize all the information about

the interactions in the network, and there is no need to define the transmission path.

                                                            

     31 For a description of such a model, see W. Hogan, "Firm Natural Gas Transportation: A Priority Capacity
Allocation Model" Discussion Paper E-89-08, Energy and Environmental Policy Center, Kennedy School of
Government, Harvard University, June 1989. The model can be thought of as a bundle of straws from well-head
to burner-tip. In practice, exchanges and commingling of gas make this only an idealized approximation. But it
is a workable approximation that allows for the definition of rights, pricing, and contracts.
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The "buy-sell" model is an alternative interpretation of the efficient short-run pricing

system that accommodates the loop flow problem. In the buy-sell model the grid operator stands

between power generators and power consumers. Ideally, the operator buys and sells power at

the buses at the short-run efficient prices. One great attraction of this perspective is that there

is no need to define transmission at all; users of the network never transmit power across the

network, they merely sell at some nodes and buy at others. The problems of loop flow and

congestion are then hidden in the internal operations of the network. All transmission is implicit.

If the bus prices are short-run efficient, then the implied transmission prices are just as defined

here -- the difference between the short-run prices at the buses.32

The principal difficulty with the buy-sell model as an institutional reform is in

obtaining acceptance by the users of the network. If there is a strong grid with excess capacity,

then the implicit transmission prices will be small and the users might be confident that the grid

operator would be willing to buy and sell power at reasonable prices. But if congestion problems

are large or there is uncertainty about the reliability of the buy-sell arrangement, investors might

prefer a more traditional link between a plant and a customer with a well-defined transmission

capability to move the power from source to destination. In this case, investors need a definition

of the capacity rights embedded in a transmission agreement.

As with the definition of transmission prices, the preferred definition of a transmission

capacity right is from bus to bus, with no attention to the paths by which the power flows.

                                                            

     32 This "buy-sell" model is close to the design adopted for the British national grid, but the British pricing
system for buses does not recognize congestion constraints or the marginal costs of out-of-merit dispatch. Hence
the implicit transmission pricing does not yet provide efficient incentives for location of new generation plants. This
transmission pricing scheme is of course subject to further revision in the still incomplete transition in the
privatization of the British electric system.
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Hence, in Figure 2 we might define the generator as bus 1 as having a "right" to send 900 MWs

to bus 3. But suppose conditions change, and it is cheaper or necessary to generate 1800 MWs

at bus 2, as shown in the right panel in Figure 2. How can we organize events such that the

capacity-right holder located at bus 1 sells the right to transfer 900 MWs and the generator at bus

2 buys the right to transfer 1800 MWs?

 One approach might be to allow for bilateral trades of capacity rights among users of

the network. For the simple three bus case it is an easy matter to see the interactions among

users of the system. But as the network gets more complicated than that shown in Figure 2, there

will be many intervening buses and lines. With rights for transmission capacity defined between

bus pairs, the complexity of the interactions and required trades could eliminate all but a few

one-for-one trades, and the problem of loop flow would return to the forefront. Obviously the

central grid operator, someone with an overview of the system, must be involved. But that

involvement must be more than just keeping a list of the capacity-right holders.

 In principle, the central operator would know or be able to calculate that 1 MW from

1 to 3 displaces 2 MWs from 2 to 3. Hence one approach would be for all trades of capacity

rights to be made through the central operator with the requirement that before any power moves

the appropriate capacity must be obtained from the capacity-right holder. This form of a buy-sell

model with the grid would allow efficient trades and give users the necessary information about

opportunity costs. But it would place a substantial burden on the central operator, especially if

there were many trades. Regrettably, it would be normal for economic and load conditions to

change frequently, so that there would be a requirement for many capacity trades.

An alternative would be to merge the short-term pricing and an implicit secondary
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market in capacity rights as part of a contract network. Here a one-step pricing method is

available that will allow for implicit trades without imposing new demands on the operator of the

transmission grid. In particular, recall that the spot price at any bus is a combination of the

system marginal cost of generation, the impact on losses, and the impact on congestion. Hence,

for bus i:

Bus Pricei = Generation + Lossesi + Congestioni.

The transmission price between any two buses can be defined as the difference in the

spot prices. Consequently, the transmission price between bus i and bus j is

Transmission Priceij = (Lossesj - Lossesi) + (Congestionj - Congestioni) ,

or

TPij = TLij + TCij .

The first term, TLij, is just the incremental effect of transmission from bus i to bus j on the

system losses, and can be thought of as the operating cost of the transmission service. It would

be normal to expect both long-term and short-term users to pay this cost.

The second term, TCij, is the incremental effect of transmission from bus i to bus j on

the system congestion costs. This charge has an interpretation as the rent on the transmission

capacity used by the power transmission from bus i to bus j. Since the congestion charge

measures the opportunity cost, this is the maximum that others in the system would be willing
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to pay to purchase the capacity right. If a holder of a capacity right actually uses the

transmission system, then at the margin efficiency would require that the right holder recognize

that trades are available that would pay TCij for the capacity right between bus i and bus j.

Similarly, if others use the transmission system and through loop flow prevent the capacity-right

holder from transmitting power, then the TCij charge from the optimal transmission price is the

minimum that the right holder should accept to "rent" the capacity to the actual users.

These interpretations of the congestion charge suggest a definition of the capacity right

which would be consistent with successful operation of a secondary market. For any period,

suppose that the loads and transmission flows follow economic dispatch and the corresponding

spot prices are available consistent with economic use of the system. Then all users of the

transmission system are charged the transmission prices TPij according to their usage. But in

addition, the owners of capacity rights receive a "rental" payment from the grid equal to TCij, the

congestion charge, applied to their full capacity right. Hence, everyone pays both the loss and

the congestion charge, so everyone faces incentives for efficient short-run use of the system. And

the capacity-right holder is compensated if loop flow or load conditions prevent full exercise of

the capacity right.

If the right holder uses the full capacity right, then the congestion charge paid is just

balanced by the rental payment, and the net cost of transmission is just the losses charge. This

is true no matter what the load conditions or no matter how large the total transmission charge.

But just as importantly, in the presence of optimal spot prices, whenever the right

holder is precluded from using the full capacity, the compensation received is just the amount

needed to make the right holder indifferent between delivering the power or receiving the
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compensation.33 In the latter case the right holder can honor any long-term delivery commitments

by using the rental payment or congestion fee to purchase expensive power at the point of

destination. In other words, the calculation of the optimal spot prices for the contract network

in the short-run produces the same result as the secondary market but without the requirement

for explicit capacity trades.

At the margin, both the short-run user and the capacity-right holder would face the

same incentives, but the capacity-right holder would also receive a rental payment that guarantees

the economic viability of long-term power sale requirements. Hence both the transmission

capacity rights and the transmission prices can be defined between pairs of buses. And there is

no need to identify the transmission contract paths. The problems of loop flow are again handled

in the calculation of the optimal spot prices for the contract network.

As reviewed in the appendix, the congestion charges could arise from thermal limits

on lines, voltage constraints at buses, or a mixture of both. Since they derive from optimal spot

prices, they are consistent with any efficient pricing mechanism. For example, they are the rents

that would arise in the buy-sell model with the grid operator as the market maker, or these same

prices would appear in a perfectly competitive decentralized market without transaction costs.

But neither extreme is necessary. Any method which produces a reasonable approximation of

spot price differences can accommodate the transfer of rental payments for congestion that reflect

the opportunity costs in the network.

                                                            

     33 This use of a contract to substitute payment for specific performance has a close analogies in the power
supply contracts in the evolving British market. Sales will be to and from the grid, but side payments between
producers and consumers provide a near perfect hedge that make the economics look like a direct sale from the
individual producer to the customer. 
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Estimating  Prices

As shown by Schweppe et al., optimal spot prices could be obtained as a byproduct

of economic dispatch and real-time spot pricing could be used to control the network.34 Such

real-time spot-pricing would be a major innovation that would simplify much of the effort to

achieve theoretical conformance with the principles of efficient use of the system. However,

system operators already have well-developed methods for controlling the network, and they

currently seek an economic dispatch within the limitations of a variety of explicit and implicit

constraints. Given the importance of close control of the network to maintain reliability, there

would be natural and legitimate objections to dramatic changes in the dispatch methods in order

to simplify estimation of transmission prices.

Schweppe et al. argue for the robustness of spot pricing even when the perfect optimal

solution is not available:

The fact that the true (prices) may not be calculated does not destroy the
value of implementing a spot price based energy marketplace. The actual
value calculated will be much closer to the true values than the present-day
flat or time-of-use rates, etc. The goal of implementing the spot price based
energy marketplace is to improve the coupling between the utility and its
customers, not to achieve theoretical optimality.35

In addition, they provide a number of useful approximation procedures for estimating

the components of the spot pricing calculation.36 These include various aggregations of the

                                                            

     34 F. C. Schweppe, M. C. Caramanis, R. D. Tabors, and R.E. Bohn, Spot  Pricing  of  Electricity, Kluwer
Academic Publishers, Norwell, MA, 1988.

     35 F. C. Schweppe, M. C. Caramanis, R. D. Tabors, and R.E. Bohn, Spot  Pricing  of  Electricity, Kluwer
Academic Publishers, Norwell, MA, 1988, p. 97.

     36 F. C. Schweppe, M. C. Caramanis, R. D. Tabors, and R.E. Bohn, Spot  Pricing  of  Electricity, Kluwer
Academic Publishers, Norwell, MA, 1988, Chapter 4.
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network to simplify calculation of losses, or the use of a market clearing process with customers

responding to different estimates of the congestion costs. In each case, the implicit motivation

is to guide the dispatch process in the calculation of both the optimal dispatch and the associated

spot prices.

There is merit in improving the dispatch process, if this can be done. But the dispatch

process is both complicated and critical in meeting the essential reliability standards of the

transmission network. When trying to introduce the use of spot power prices for calculating

efficient transmission prices, therefore, a less ambitious goal would be in order. One approach

is to accept as given the results of the dispatch process and then allow for periodic or even ex

post estimation of consistent spot prices, all the while accepting the actual system dispatch as an

optimal balance of the underlying economics and constraints, but leaving the dispatch process

undisturbed.37 The dispatchers would be presumed to be solving a difficult problem, and the

prices would be calculated to communicate the right incentives to the transmission customers.

Even when there is no central computer calculating the optimal prices, with these prices

in turn guiding dispatch, there usually is enough information available to indicate the implied

constraints on the network. This description of the results of the dispatch process depends on

information that is familiar to dispatchers and can be specified without extensive calculation.

And with this limited amount of information, there is an easy method for estimating prices under

the assumption that the actual dispatch is the result of an optimization with respect to a set of

implicit constraints.

The additional information includes an identification of the constraints in the

                                                            

     37 Roger Bohn points out that ex  post pricing of transmission services would be similar to the familiar ex
post pricing through fuel adjustment clauses in the United States.
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transmission system and variable costs of operation of the marginal generating plants at critical

buses. Typically the system operator has a good deal of experience with the critical constraints

in the transmission network and ready knowledge of the short-run variable costs of operation of

plants. We need know only the identity of the constraints, and do not require ex  ante estimates

of the limits on the flows or voltages.

For the costs at critical generating buses, even if they are not reported regularly, we

can reasonably estimate these costs, which should be dominated by energy costs. At each bus

we will know the plants, or more precisely the units, that are running and those that are available

but idle. Then the running cost of the most expensive plant in use but running at its upper limit

provides a lower bound on the spot price at that bus. Apparently if the true spot price (including

the import or export of power) were lower, the plant would not be dispatched. Likewise, the

running cost of the least expensive plant not running at that bus provides an upper bound on the

spot price at that bus. Apparently if the spot price were higher, the plant would be running. And

in the likely event that the marginal plants are partially loaded, the incremental running cost

provides both lower and upper bounds and thereby determines the spot price at that bus.

For locations where there is direct customer load, additional information may be

available to obtain better bounds on the spot prices. For example, interruptible contracts might

provide lower bounds if the supply had been interrupted, and upper bounds otherwise. Or there

may be data available on outage costs to provide an upper bound on the spot price at any

location. Obviously, the better the information and the tighter the bounds, the better the

estimation of the spot price.

This type of variable cost information may even be reported as part of a billing and
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payments scheme for generators. For instance, the commonly used split-savings systems in

power pools depend on estimates of the marginal cost of all plants, both those run and those left

idle. Hence, electric utilities have demonstrated the ability to provide acceptable estimates of the

key information. But in any event the collection or reasonable estimation of this data should be

a modest additional burden when reporting the net loads at each bus. And given this additional

information, as discussed in the appendix, transmission prices can be estimated ex  post. This ex

post method is particularly attractive as a transition approach for developing a new transmission

regime. The ex  post method allows the current dispatch operations to remain in place, and

calculates prices consistent with the actual dispatch by using the marginal tests of economic

dispatch.

Hence, the contract network can operate within the existing system, requiring a reform

only in pricing when combined with a settlement process to redistribute the transmission

congestion payments. The redistributed congestion charge makes the capacity-right holder

indifferent between transmitting the power and keeping the rental payment.

EXAMPLE CONTRACT NETWORKS

The simple three bus and three line network from Figure 2 will serve to illustrate the

pricing and payments in the contract network.38 Assume that this network has been accepted as

a reasonable approximation of the major regions and connections for the underlying system.

Furthermore, assume for simplicity that the load is always met, sometimes by operating expensive

generation facilities, and that operators provide an economic dispatch subject to the constraints

                                                            

     38 Other examples are available in W. Hogan, "Contract Networks for Electric Power Transmission,"
Energy and Environmental Policy Center, Harvard University, Discussion Paper, E-90-17, September 1990.
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on the system. Then after identifying the net loads at each bus and the binding constraints for

the applicable contingency, either thermal constraints on lines or voltage constraints on buses,

ex  post prices can be calculated as the optimal spot prices that minimize the transmission rents.39

For purposes of the illustration, we concentrate on the case of a thermal limit on the

line from bus 1 to bus 3. Figure 3 repeats the network but adds the bus prices. Here the left

panel describes both the initial load and the allocation of capacity rights. Hence, a generator at

bus 1 is assumed to have the right to transfer 900 MWs of power to bus 3. The load at bus 3

is just satisfied by this transfer. Furthermore, the cost of power at bus 2 is assumed to be too

high to be economic, so there is no need to transfer power from 2 to 3.

Under these conditions, the 600 MWs constraint on line 1 to 3 is not binding. As

shown in the left panel of Figure 3, the prices consist only of the charge for marginal losses.

There is no congestion charge. Note that the DC Load approximation on path 1-2-3 yields

marginal losses of 0.075, and along path 1-3 the losses are also 0.075. The path 1-2-3 is twice

as "long", but the path 1-3 has twice the flow. And the marginal losses equalize along each path.

Normalizing for the price at bus 1 (the swing bus), the ex post optimal spot prices are

1.0375 at bus 2 and 1.075 at bus 3.40 And the transmission charges are 0.075 (i.e., 1.075 - 1.0)

for power transmitted from 1 to 3, and 0.0375 (i.e., 1.075 - 1.0375) for power transmitted from

2 to 3. The only power flowing is the 900 MWs moving from 1 to 3, so the total transmission

payment is 900 0.075 = 67.5. The capacity-right holder pays this full transmission cost. And

                                                            

     39 See the appendix for a description of the method of ex  post calculation of the prices given loads and
the location of any binding constraints.

     40 The specific prices depend on the details of the network. However, the base case is not important for
developing the example. See W. Hogan, "Contract Networks for Electric Power Transmission," Energy and
Environmental Policy Center, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA, September 1990.
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since there is no congestion charge, the rental payment for the capacity right is exactly zero.

1 3

2

CONTRACT NETWORK RIGHT IS FOR DELIVERY OR PAYMENT

1 3

2

Figure 3

If the system operates only in the mode of the left panel of Figure 3, then the capacity-

right holder always enjoys full access to the system, pays only the operating cost to cover

marginal losses, and there is no congestion rental payment. But suppose now that after the

assignment of capacity rights there is a change in system economics and load conditions.

Suppose now that the demand for power at bus 3 increases to 1800 MWs as shown in the right

panel of Figure 3. Here the constraint on line 1 to 3 is known to be binding. Furthermore,

suppose the dispatch required use of relatively expensive generation at bus 2 and the system

operators place a lower bound on the price at bus 2 of 1.1 relative to the price at the swing bus.

We assume that the operators know or can estimate these three sets of information: the net loads
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at the three buses (0 MWs, 1800 MWs, -1800 MWs); the identity of the binding constraint (we

know the constraint binds on the line from 1 to 3, but do not need to specify the exact flow on

the line); and a bound on the price at one of the two nodes (price at bus 2 must be at least 1.1,

the cost of the most expensive plant actually generating power at this bus).

Then the ex post price calculation determines the optimal spot prices that minimize the

rents as (1.0, 1.1, and 1.425). Furthermore, the same calculation separates the prices into the

contribution of generation and marginal losses (1.0, 0.925, and 1.075) and congestion charges (0,

0.175, 0.35).

Why does the pricing model yield these new estimates? The marginal losses (1.0,

0.925, and 1.075) can be verified by noting that the flow along 1-3 is the same as before, so the

marginal losses must not have changed. The reduction at bus 2 to 0.925 is obviously the value

such that the marginal losses from bus 2 to bus 3 equalize on either path with the new flows.

The relative price at the swing is always 1.0 by definition. And the price 1.1 at bus

2 is determined by assuming that an expensive plant is running "out-of-merit" at a known relative

price. The remaining price at bus 3 is calculated in the pricing model. However, it can be

verified by tracing the changes and costs savings if load at bus 3 reduces by 1 MW.

With a 1 MW reduction at bus 3, we would need 1 MW less at bus 2. In addition, the

dispatcher would be able to substitute 1 MW at bus 1 for an additional 1 MW at bus 2 and still

not violate the constraint of 600 MW on the line 1-3. After this redispatch, the flows would be

1-3:600, 1-2:-599, 2-3:1199. The resulting net loads would be: Bus 1 at 1 MW; Bus 2 at 1798

MW; and Bus 3 at -1799 MW. We would save 2.2 at bus 2, pay 1.0 more at bus 1. In addition,

we would save 0.075 of losses on 1-2. Since the flow of line 2-3 is twice that on line 1-2, the
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marginal losses are also twice, yielding a loss saving of 0.15 on 2-3. The total saving is 2.2-

1.0+0.075+0.15 = 1.425. And this 1.425 is just the price at bus 3. Hence the price represents

the full opportunity cost after redispatching in the presence of the constraints.

With this calculation, which generalizes to a more complicated network, we determine

the congestion rentals as the differences between the loss-only prices (1.0, 0.925, and 1.075) and

the full bus prices (1.0, 1.1, and 1.425).

The interpretation of the first price component is that the price at bus 2 would have

to be 0.925 or less for the current dispatch pattern to be optimal in the absence of the line

constraint. And the congestion charge induced by an additional unit of load at bus 3 is 0.35.

From these spot prices we can derive the optimal transmission charges as

TP13 = (1.425 - 1.0) = TL13 + TC13 = (1.075 - 1.0) + (0.35 - 0),

or

TP13 = 0.425 = TL13 + TC13 = 0.075 + 0.35,

and

TP23 = (1.425 - 1.1) = TL23 + TC23 = (1.075 - 0.925) + (0.35 - 0.175),

or

TP23 = 0.325 = TL23 + TC23 = 0.15 + 0.175 .

However, the capacity-right holder is unable to use the 900 MWs transfer right. But

as examination of the congestion charges shows, the rental payment is just the amount needed

to honor the 900 MWs delivery requirement. The actual user pays 0.325 for each of 1800 MWs
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shipped from bus 2 to bus 3. The congestion charge included in this transmission price is 0.175

for a total rental payment of 0.175 1800 = 315.0. And this rental payment is just equal to the

payment that the grid makes to the capacity-right holder of the 0.35 congestion rental from 2 to

3 for the 900 MWs, or 0.35 900 = 315.0.

Furthermore, if the market is in equilibrium at the economic dispatch, which is an

explicit assumption of the optimal spot price calculation, then the cost of delivered power at bus

3 is 1.425. Presumably, the generator at bus 1 has an obligation to meet 900 MWs of the 1800

MWs load at bus 3. At the current prices, the generator is indifferent between actually generating

at bus 1, delivering the power and paying the transmission price of 0.425, or purchasing the

power at bus 3 at a price of 1.425. The capacity-right holder still retains the rental of 315, which

makes the effective costs of transmission equal to the cost of losses only. Viewed another way,

the right holder from 1 to 3 is indifferent to using the system and paying the marginal cost of

losses, for an effective delivered price of 1.075; or purchasing the power at bus 3, which after

accounting for the rental payment of 0.35 also yields an effective price of 1.075.

This three bus example illustrates the key principles of the contract network. From

here it is a straightforward matter to extend the application to a larger, more realistic network.

Detailed load flow models of real interconnected networks might have as many as 10,000 buses,

but this should be larger than needed in order to define a workable set of transmission prices.

Typically the real network could be aggregated to a set of buses for constrained regions and links

among these regions that capture the principal economics of the interconnections.

For example, consider Figure 4 and Figure 5 which summarize the changes in the

short-run bus prices induced by recognizing a congestion constraint in a very large network
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aggregated to 36 buses and 52 links. Hence the values shown are the errors in the bus and
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Figure 4

transmission prices that would be obtained if we failed to account properly for congestion

interactions throughout the system. The prices are measured relative to the cost of generation.

The data in Figure 4 are for a thermal constraint on one line that induced a 5% increase in the

cost of generation at one bus, and the figure shows the resulting changes in all the other prices.

Similarly, Figure 5 shows the same type of information but now with a voltage constraint and

less than a 1% out-of-merit dispatch at a key load center. Yet as shown in the figures, these

small deviations from the unconstrained cases produce large changes in the marginal prices at

most buses in the system. And the errors, in the range of several per cent of the cost of

generation, could have a significant effect on the evaluation of the relative economics of power
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plant location decisions.
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Figure 5

ALLOCATING TRANSMISSION RIGHTS

The contract network definition of capacity rights starts with some allocation of those

rights. In principle, any feasible allocation would be compatible with the ex  post pricing system

and reallocation of congestion rents. Furthermore, the contract network framework appears

neutral with respect to the choice between voluntary systems preferred by transmission owners41

                                                            

     41 G. Rueger, "The FERC's Transmission Task Force Report: Where Do We Go from Here?", Public
Utilities  Fortnightly, February 1, 1990, pp. 36-37.
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a n d t h e d e f a u l t m a n d a t o r y a c c e s s s o u g h t b y n e w e n t r a n t s .4 2

In practice, the assignment of initial rights will be a complicated task. The existing transmission

system has been paid for by existing users, and there will be many assertions of grandfathered

rights to the current system.

A full investigation of the alternative methods of allocation, recognizing both historical

obligations and the pressure for economic efficiency, is a separate topic that goes beyond the

present discussion. However, there is one natural alternative that follows from the same

observations that support the development of the contract network. Given the use of the contract

network to integrate the calculations of transmission capacity usage and the impacts of loop-flow,

it is natural to suggest the use of a similar mechanism for allocating capacity.

Suppose that the potential transmission system users have available a range of load

requirements and generating options. For each pair of options, there is a difference between the

value of the power delivered to the destination and the cost of producing that power at the

source. This difference is a measure of the full surplus available for that combination of

production and consumption if transmission is available.

 With an appropriately structured bidding system, this surplus, the difference between

maximum willingness to pay for the delivered power and the minimum cost of production, is the

maximum we would be willing to pay for the transmission capacity right.43 Suppose that all

possible pairs of generation and consumption options are included implicitly or explicitly; then

                                                            

     42 D. Penn, "Movement Towards an Efficient and Equitable Transmission Policy", Public   Utilities
Fortnightly, July 19, 1990, pp. 26-30.

     43 See W. Hogan, "Firm Natural Gas Transportation: A Priority Capacity Allocation Model" Discussion
Paper E-89-08, Energy and Environmental Policy Center, Kennedy School of Government, Harvard University, June
1989, for a description of the details of a bidding model for natural gas pipeline capacity.
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a set of bids for transmission capacity from bus to bus could be identified with an associated

maximum price that could be paid for each right. The generic model used in calculating the

short-term prices and congestion rents could be adapted with a new objective function, namely

maximizing the value of the selected bids, to determine a combination of bids which (i) would

be feasible, (ii) would recognize the interactions of loop flow, and (iii) would provide the most

efficient allocation of transmission.

As a byproduct of the selection of the best combination of bids, the same model will

produce an estimate of the market clearing price for each transmission capacity allocated. This

market clearing price will have the property that it will always be less than or equal to the bid

and will incorporate all of the many complicated interactions and opportunity costs created by

various flows on the network. In a manner similar to that found in the gas capacity allocation

bidding process, this organization of the bidding model and selection of the market clearing price

greatly simplifies valuation of the bids and selection of the most efficient combination among the

set of bids.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Use of a contract network, with or without the formal bidding model for allocation of

initial capacity, leaves open important questions in the design of the a complete transmission

protocol. For example, there is no guarantee that the pricing system will produce adequate

revenues to cover the fixed costs of the existing transmission system. Although as a logical

matter the revenue collections could be greater or less than the total revenue requirements, the

normal expectation is that the revenue collection would be less than full cost recovery. This will
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create the demand for the design of a system of access fees, operating in parallel with the

short-term pricing of losses and congestion in the contract network.

For similar reasons it would be unusual for the natural incentives associated with the

contract network to align the required decisions for optimal expansion of the transmission grid.

In the presence of economies of scale, the expectation would be that the overall benefits of

expanding the grid would be large, but might not be sufficient to justify the expansion for the

private operator based solely on the revenues that would be collected through the congestion

rents. In this case, a cost-benefit analysis and public oversight through regulation would typically

be required to support system expansion decisions. This remains as a major issue that needs

further attention to develop a better empirical understanding of the requirements for transmission

capacity expansion.

The parallel problems of cost-based rate regulation for transmission may be simplified

by the likely excess of average over marginal costs. This might provide the opportunity to

accommodate a contract network pricing system that reflects short-run opportunity costs and a

long-term access price that nets out any aggregate opportunity rents. In this circumstance, there

would be cost-based rates with the proper incentives for use of the transmission system.

 The idealized contract network with the market equilibrium assumptions implies that

we can calculate the true market clearing prices. However, it is easy to imagine the existence

of pockets of market power where participants in the system might be able to manipulate price

and cost data to their advantage. It remains as a subject for future research to determine the
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robustness of the contract network operations in the face of varying degrees of market power.44

However, as mentioned above, the difficulties with a contract network should be no more severe

than for the common split-savings systems which have been an accepted practice for many years.

Furthermore, by providing a viable long-term transmission right, a contract network could help

mitigate market power.

Similarly, the definition of the contract network rules builds on the theory of spot-

pricing from Schweppe et al., but the specific requirement is only for calculation of the

differences in the efficient prices at the buses. Hence, at least within the network if not at the

boundaries, actual power sales might be based on any of a number of contract or regulatory

provisions that deviate from marginal cost pricing. Assuming economic dispatch, it is an open

question as to how much these power pricing rules can differ from pure spot pricing without

subverting the incentives for efficient transmission.

It is clear that adopting a transmission pricing regime that replaces contract paths with

contract networks will require major institutional change. The Federal Energy Regulatory

Commission, or some similar body, will be necessarily involved in designing and enforcing the

pricing mechanisms and settlements process. Connections between various power pools will need

to be monitored with appropriate pricing of sales of power between grids. Although it is possible

to decompose the transmission pricing by subnetwork, it will be necessary to give attention to

the institutional mechanisms for achieving this pricing change.

                                                            

     44 See for example the discussion in M. Einhorn, "Electricity Wheeling and Incentive Regulation," Journal
of  Regulatory Economics, Kluwer, Vol. 2, 1990, pp. 173-189. Abstracting from the problems of networks and loop
flow, Einhorn develops non-uniform price cap models that provide incentives for profit-maximizing utilities to
provide the welfare-maximizing transmission capacity, even in the presence of market power. However, as Einhorn
notes, the method depends in part on the ease of analysis of the wheeling customers' profits and may be "difficult
if many wheeling customers appear," as is the case in the typical network.
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The potential for decomposition by subnetwork raises the intriguing possibility that the

contract network pricing provisions could be adopted unilaterally by one or more electric utilities

or power pools. The principal requirement would be to price the power entering or leaving the

grid through connecting buses, and to apply the contract network rules within the covered grid

to promote efficient use and compensate affected parties. If the contract network results are

robust with respect to the assumption that the connecting bus prices approximate marginal costs,

we could avoid the need for wholesale institutional reform, start small, and let the system spread.

If the dynamics of change are favorable, the natural early constituencies would be electric utilities

that see themselves as the uncompensated victims of loop flow congestion.

Contrary to conventional practice, as for instance in the gas pipeline capacity allocation

model, reliability or priority categories appear to be moot in a contract network as defined here.

Ordinarily priority categories address the problem of specific performance. If the capacity is

unavailable, the lower priority capacity-right holder is curtailed and enters the secondary market

to purchase alternative supplies or capacity rights. But as the mechanism for accommodating the

problems of loop flow, the contract network rights integrate specific performance and the putative

result of trades in a secondary market. Any capacity-right holder keeps a rental payment if

curtailment is necessary, and the rental payment is always determined by the value of the

constrained capacity in the short-term market. Hence the contract network appears to be an

alternative to the use of priority categories or reliability blocks. It remains to be determined if

the institutions for a new transmission protocol can develop without the customary use of priority

blocks.

The basic contract network model is designed for a single capacity profile with
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coincident requirements for transmission capacity. It may be that a single allocation of capacity

is sufficient for a transmission system, or there may be a preference for different allocations

according to expectations about different coincident peaks. Issues such as the appropriate period

of coverage, and the appropriate level of aggregation for the contract network remain as empirical

questions that will be addressed best in the context of a particular transmission grid.

CONCLUSION

A contract network option provides a well defined, internally consistent framework for

assigning long-term capacity rights to a complicated electric transmission network consistent with

the principles of a competitive market. By design, a contract network would maintain short-run

efficiency through optimal spot price calculation of transmission prices. Through the payment

of congestion rentals, the contract network makes the capacity-right holder indifferent between

delivery of the power or receipt of payments in a settlement system. And the contract network

framework can support allocation of transmission capacity rights through a competitive bidding

process. A contract network allows a proper analogy to other highways that will support markets

in a complex electric power transmission system. The contract network respects the special

conditions induced by Kirchoff's laws and the prevalence of loop flow, thermal limits, voltage

constraints and contingencies. Furthermore, a contract network approach can be adopted without

necessarily disturbing existing methods for achieving an economic power dispatch subject to these

constraints.
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APPENDIX

OVERVIEW

The objective of the contract network framework is to provide an economically

efficient ex  post transmission pricing system that is (i) consistent with any optimal dispatch of

the network and (ii) will accommodate assignment of long-term transmission capacity rights. The

ex  post feature is designed to avoid a necessity to redesign the network control procedures, a

redesign which may not be needed and surely will be resisted.

This appendix reviews the basic electric power load flow model45; outlines a linearized

version of the optimal dispatch model that can be used for determining transmission prices;

develops the corresponding model for calculating the optimal spot prices consistent with a given

dispatch and an associated set of binding constraints on system operations; and relates the

resulting transmission prices to a contract network definition of capacity rights with congestion

payments for rental of those capacity rights. The focus is on the problems of loop flow and the

spatial distribution of prices at a given time. A set of examples illustrates the calculation of

                                                            

     45 For a review of basic circuit theory, see D. A. Bell, Fundamentals  of  Electric  Circuits, 4th ed., Prentice
Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1988. The basic results for "per unit" systems and transmission lines are
developed in A. J. Wood and B. F. Wollenberg, Power  Generation,  Control,  and  Operation, John Wiley and Sons,
New York, 1984, p. 75; or in more detail in A. R. Bergen, Power  Systems  Analysis, Prentice Hall, Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey, 1986, chapters 5 and 6; or in O.I. Elgerd, Electric  Energy  Systems  and  Theory, McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 2nd. ed., New York, 1982. See also P. M. Anderson and A. A. Fouad, Power  System  Control  and
Stability, Iowa State University Press, Ames, Iowa, 1977, for an earlier development and further discussion of
stability issues. T. R. Cuthbert, Jr., Optimization  using  Personal  Computers:  With  Applications  to  Electrical
Networks, John Wiley and Sons, New York, 1987, provides another discussion of computational techniques that
parallels Bergen or Wood and Wollenberg.
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prices and congestion rental payments for line thermal constraints and bus voltage constraints.46

OPTIMAL POWER FLOW MODEL

Every alternating current (AC) electrical network has both real and reactive power

flows. The real power flows are measured in MegaWatts (MWs), and the reactive power flows

                                                            

     46 The bible for the development and summary of the theory of spot market pricing is F. C. Schweppe,
M. C. Caramanis, R. D. Tabors, and R.E. Bohn, Spot  Pricing  of  Electricity, Kluwer Academic Publishers, Norwell,
MA, 1988. Earlier W. Vickrey, "Responsive Pricing of Public Utility Services," Bell  Journal  of  Economics  and
Management  Science, Vol. 2, No. 1, pp. 337-346 proposed a variant of spot pricing to achieve efficiency in utility
markets. R. E. Bohn, M. C. Caramanis, and F. C. Schweppe, "Optimal Pricing in Electrical Networks Over Space
and Time," Rand  Journal  of  Economics, Vol. 15, Autumn 1984, presented a succinct summary of the analysis of
spot pricing for real power flows with illustrative data on the range of prices over space and time. And M. C.
Caramanis, R. E. Bohn, and F. C. Schweppe, "Optimal Spot Pricing: Practice and Theory," IEEE  PAS, Volume
PAS-101, No. 9, September 1982, P. 3234, develops optimal spot pricing for both real and reactive power; this
yields two spot prices, one for each type of power. The National Regulatory Research Institute report, K. Kelly,
J. S. Henderson, and P. A. Nagler, Some  Economic  Principles  for  Pricing  Wheeled  Power, NRRI-87-7, Columbus
OH, August 1987, provides an excellent introduction and overview of the principal technological, economic, and
institutional factors underlying the spot pricing model. In a series of similarly lucid analyses that extend the
Schweppe at al. framework to consider the problem of economies of scale in transmission, E. G. Read and D. P.
M. Sell, addressed the issue of transmission pricing in the New Zealand context, "Pricing and Operation of
Transmission Services: Short Run Aspects," Report to Trans Power, Canterbury University and Arthur Young, New
Zealand, October 1988; E. G. Read, "Pricing of Transmission Services: Long Run Aspects," Report to Trans
Power, Canterbury University, New Zealand, October 1988; E. G. Read and D. P. M. Sell, "A Framework for
Transmission Pricing," Report to Trans Power, Arthur Young, New Zealand, December 1988. See also National
Regulatory Research Institute, K. Kelly (ed.), Nontechnical Impediments to Power Transfers, NRRI-87-8, Columbus
OH, September 1987. In similar work with more descriptive information on the industry, the Office of Technology
Assessment, Electric  Power  Wheeling  and  Dealing:  Technological  Considerations  for  Increasing  Competition,
Washington, DC, May 1989, reviews the technological and institutional developments for power wheeling in the
United States, but does not address the details in spot pricing. H. Asano, "Demand-Side Management by Real-Time
Pricing for Electric Power Service," Energy Modeling Forum, Stanford University, CA, Draft, June 1989; and H.
Outhred, C.H. Bannister, R.J. Kaye, Y.B. Lee, D. Sutanto, R. Manimaran, "Electricity Pricing: Optimal Operation
and Investment by Industrial Customers," Energy  Policy, Vol. 16, No. 4, August 1988, pp. 384-393, are examples
of recent analyses modeling the response of customers to spot pricing. For a summary of both the promise and
critiques of spot pricing of electricity as a practical means of market regulation, see S. C. Littlechild, "Spot Pricing
of Electricity: Arguments and Prospects," Energy  Policy, Vol. 16, No. 4, August 1988, pp. 398-403. M. C.
Caramanis, R. E. Bohn, and F. C. Schweppe, "System Security Control and Optimal Pricing of Electricity," Electrical
Power  and  Energy  Systems, Vol. 9, No. 4, October 1987, pp. 217-224, extends spot pricing through the use of
price-quantity markets for eliciting efficient response from customers in providing reserve capacity and interruptible
demands in order to meet rapid changes in security requirements of a network. S.S. Oren, S.A. Smith, R.B. Wilson,
and H. Chao, Selected Papers  in  Priority Service  Methods, Electric Power Research Institute, P-5350, August 1987,
discuss the use of offer prices when customers can demand as much as they want at the ex  ante offer price, as
opposed to a negotiated or ex  post price calculation, and relate the optimal offer prices to the use of block prices
that achieve most of the efficiency benefits.
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are measured in MegaVoltAmperesReactive (MVARs). The VAR is the product of voltage and

current, which is the same unit as the watt; the notational difference is maintained to distinguish

between real and reactive power.

The flow of power in an AC electric network can be described by a system of

equations known as the AC load flow model.47 Let:

nB = Number of buses,

nL = Number of transmission lines, with each line having resistance Rk,
reactance Xk, and shunt capacitance Bcapk for the π-equivalent
representation of line k,48

yP = gP - dP = nB-1 vector of real power bus injections, i.e. generation minus
demand,

yQ = gQ - dQ = nB-1 vector of reactive power bus injections, i.e. generation
minus demand,

δ = nB-1 Vector of voltage angles relative to the swing bus, where by
definition δs=0,

V = nB-1 Vector of voltage magnitudes, where by assumption the voltage at the
swing bus, Vs, is exogenous.

                                                            

     47 The notation here follows the development of the "DC" Load Flow model in F. C. Schweppe, M. C.
Caramanis, R. D. Tabors, and R.E. Bohn, Spot  Pricing  of  Electricity, Kluwer Academic Publishers, Norwell, MA,
1988, Appendices A and D. The DC Load flow refers to the real power half of the nonlinear AC load flow model.
Under the maintained assumptions, there is a weak link between the reactive power and real power halves of the
full problem. And the real power flow equations have the same general form as the direct current flow equations
in a purely resistive network; hence the name "DC Load Flow." Similar linear approximations are available for the
reactive power flow, but the approximation is poor in a heavily loaded system. Hence, if in addition to real power
flow, voltage constraints and the associated reactive power are important, then we require the full AC model and
spot pricing theory as in M. C. Caramanis, R. E. Bohn and F.C. Schweppe, "Optimal Spot Pricing: Practice and
Theory," IEEE  Transactions  on  Power  Apparatus  and  Systems, Vol. PAS-101, No. 9, September 1982.

     48 For a development of the π-equivalent representation of a transmission line, see A. R. Bergen, Power
Systems  Analysis, Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1986, chapter 4. Here we follow Wood and
Wollenberg in representing Bcap as one-half the total line capacitance in the π-equivalent representation. See also
H. H. Skilling, Electric  Transmission  Lines, McGraw Hill, New York, 1951, pp. 126-133.
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Define49

Gk = Rk/(Rk
2 + Xk

2),

and

Ωk = Xk/(Rk
2 + Xk

2),

zPijk = Real power (MWs) flowing from Bus i to Bus j along line k, and

zQijk = Reactive power (MVARs) flowing from Bus i to Bus j along line k.

Then

(1)zPijk  Gk[ V 2
i  ViVjcos(δ i  δ j) ]  ΩkViVjsin(δ i  δ j) ,

and

(2)zQijk  Ωk[ V 2
i  ViVjcos(δ i  δ j) ]  GkViVjsin(δ i  δ j)  V 2

i Bcapk .

Given these flows on the lines, conservation of power at each bus requires that the net

power injections balance the summation of the flows in and out of each bus. Hence under our

sign conventions and summing over every link connected to bus i, we have

                                                            

     49 Here the notation follows Schweppe et al., but in Wood and Wollenberg and others there is a different
sign convention for Ωk. Also note that Vi is the magnitude of the complex voltage at bus i, not the complex voltage
itself. Finally, we use y to denote the net loads at the buses. This should not be confused with the complex
admittance matrix, often denoted as Y, which is composed of the elements of G and Ω.
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(3)
yPi   

j,k

zPijk , and

yQi   
j,k

zQijk .

Recognizing that the individual flows can be expressed in terms of the angles and

voltages, we obtain the relation between net loads, phase angles and voltage magnitudes:

(4)
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

yP

yQ

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

yP(δ ,V)

yQ(δ ,V )
 Y( δ ,V ) .

This system can be inverted to obtain the relation between the phase angles, voltage

magnitudes and the net power loads.

(5)

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

δ
V

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Jδ(yP,yQ)

JV(yP,yQ)
 J(yP,yQ) , and

∇J  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

∇Jδ P ∇Jδ Q

∇JVP ∇JVQ

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

∇yPδ ∇yPV

∇yQδ ∇yQV

 1

 ∇Y  1 .

The power flow entering a line differs from the power leaving the line by the amount

of the losses on the line. Typically the real power losses will be a small fraction of the total flow

and it is common to speak of the average power flow on the line. For completeness we define

both the real and reactive average power flows in
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(6)

zPk  (zPijk  zPjik )/2 ,

 Gk(V 2
i  V 2

j )/2  ΩkViVjsin(δ i  δ j ) , and

zQk  (zQijk  zQjik )/2 ,

 Ωk(V 2
i  V 2

j )/2  GkViVjsin(δ i  δ j )  (V 2
i  V 2

j )Bcapk/2 .

We can use (5) and (6) to determine the link between the power flows on the lines and

the net loads at the buses:

(7)

z  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

zP(δ ,V)

zQ(δ ,V )
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

zP(J(yP,yQ) )

zQ(J(yP,yQ) )
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

KP(yP,yQ)

KQ(yP,yQ)
 K(yP,yQ) ,

and

∇K  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

∇KP

∇KQ

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

∇zP∇J

∇zQ∇J
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

∇zP∇Y  1

∇zQ∇Y  1
.

Real losses on line k are given by

lPk = zPijk + zPjik .

Hence, in terms of the angles and voltages we have

lPk(δ,V) = Gk[V i
2 + Vj

2 - 2ViVjcos(δi - δj)] .

Similarly, reactive power losses are

lQk = zQijk + zQjik ,

or

lQk(δ,V) = Ωk[V i
2 + Vj

2 - 2ViVjcos(δi - δj)] - (Vi
2 + Vj

2)Bcapk.

Summing over all lines gives total losses as
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(8)

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

LP

LQ

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
k

lPk(δ ,V)

 
k

lQk(δ ,V )

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

lP(J(yP,yQ) )

lQ(J(yP,yQ) )
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

LP(yP,yQ)

LQ(yP,yQ)
,

and

∇L  ∇l∇J  ∇l∇Y  1.

Finally, conservation of power determines the required generation at the swing bus, gPs and gQs,

as

(9)gPs  LP(yP,yQ)  e tyP , and

gQs  LQ(yP,yQ)  e tyQ ,

where e is a unity column vector, et = (1 1 ... 1) .

The relationships in (1) through (9) are Kirchoff's Laws which define the AC load flow

model in terms convenient for our subsequent characterization of the optimal dispatch problem.

Given the configuration of the network consisting of the buses, lines, resistances and reactances,

the load flow equations define the relationships among (i) the net inputs at each bus, (ii) the

voltage magnitudes, and (iii) the flows on the individual lines.

The optimal dispatch problem is to choose the loads, typically by controlling the

dispatch of power plants, in order to achieve the maximum net benefits. For our present purposes

we define abstract benefit and cost functions. For simplicity, assume no direct cost of generating

reactive power. Further, we assume that for the current conditions the system operating

constraints can be characterized as limits on the average power flows through the lines, zMVAmax,
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limits on the voltage magnitudes at the buses, Vmax and Vmin, and Kirchoff's laws.50

Hence, the generic optimal dispatch problem is:51

Max Benefits(dP,dQ) - Cost(gP,gPs)
   dP,gP,dQ,gQ,gPs,gQs,zP,zQ,V
s.t. Conservation  of  Power

et(gP-dP) + gPs - LP(gP-dP,gQ-dQ)  = 0,
et(gQ-dQ) + gQs - LQ(gP-dP,gQ-dQ)  = 0,

Kirchoff's  Laws

- KP(gP-dP,gQ-dQ) + zP = 0,
- KQ(gP-dP,gQ-dQ) + zQ = 0,
- JV(gP-dP,gQ-dQ) + V = 0,

System  Operating  Limits

zP⋅ zP + zQ⋅ zQ ≤ zMVAmax,
  V ≤ Vmax,

   V ≥ Vmin,
Generator  Limits

 F(gP,gQ)     ≤ 0,
f(gPs,gQs)   ≤ 0 .

For convenience later, this generic formulation of the optimal dispatch (or optimal

power flow) problem treats the line flows and bus voltages as variables, but of course these are

fully determined by the net loads and Kirchoff's laws. Given the optimal solution to the dispatch

                                                            

     50 Here zMVAmax is the vector of squares of the MVA limits for each line. Using the dot product notation
for two vectors, x and y, x⋅ y is the vector with element by element multiplication. Hence zP⋅ zP + zQ⋅ zQ is the
vector of the squares of the individual MVAs on each line.

     51 For example, this is essentially the formulation in M. C. Caramanis, R. E. Bohn and F.C. Schweppe,
"Optimal Spot Pricing: Practice and Theory," IEEE  Transactions  on  Power  Apparatus  and  Systems, Vol. PAS-101,
No. 9, September 1982; the principal difference is in imposing the thermal limit not just on the real power flow,
but on the total MVA flow to account for the total thermal impact. See J. Feinstein, J. Tscherne, and M. Koenig,
"Reactive Load and Reserve Calculation in Real-Time Computer Control System," IEEE  Computer  Applications  in
Power, Vol. 1, No. 3, July 1988, pp. 22-26, for a discussion of the generator capability curve tradeoffs, F and f,
between real and reactive power.
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problem, there is an associated pricing problem that connects marginal costs, congestion, and the

marginal benefits or equilibrium prices.

A PRICING MODEL

Under the usual regularity assumptions, the solution to the optimal dispatch problem

is also a solution to a linearized approximation of the same problem.52 The resulting linear

program provides a convenient transition for characterizing the optimal prices. Hence, given the

solution to the optimal dispatch problem, we can describe ex  post the relationships among the

prices.

Suppose the optimal solution is given by dP
*, gP

*, dQ
* , gQ

*, gPs
*, gQs

*, zP
*, zQ

*, and V*.

Define pP and pQ as the prices, taken as the derivatives of the benefit function; c and cs as the

direct marginal costs of production; w as the cost of the least expensive generation left idle; and

∆gP
*=0, as the output for these unused plants. With all derivatives evaluated at the optimal

solution, the optimal dispatch is also a solution of the linearized version of the optimal dispatch

problem in (10) and its dual in (11).53

                                                            

     52 Some constraint qualification is required. Since the functions are all differentiable, independence of the
gradients would suffice. For example, see D. G. Luenberger Introduction  to  Linear  and  Nonlinear  Programming,
Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, Reading MA, 1973, p. 223.

     53 The use of the linear programming framework is convenient in the case of multiple optimal solutions
for the dual variables. However, this approach is equivalent to analysis of the first order Kuhn-Tucker conditions
for the constrained optimization problem, as in Caramanis et al., 1982, for the derivation of spot-prices. For a
related application of such sensitivity analysis, see P.R. Gribik, D. Shirmohammadi, S. Hao, and C. Thomas,
"Optimal Power Flow Sensitivity Analysis," IEEE  90  WM  231-1  PWRS,  February  4,  1990. Or see D. Ray, A  Cost
Analysis  of  Wheeling  in  the  Electric  Utility   Industry, PhD. Dissertation (Business), University of Wisconsin-
Madison, 1987, for an application of first-order sensitivity analysis to calculate marginal costs. 
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The dual problem in (11) defines the value of congestion and other rents as determined

(10)
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by the equilibrium prices and the solution of the optimal dispatch problem.

This dual problem lends itself to a number of simplifications that must hold for the

(11)
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PP) σQ∇L t
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optimal solution.
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(12)

Define the bus swing prices as

pPs   σP ,
pQs   σQ .

From
θP  z  

P⋅ µ  0 ,

θQ  z  
Q⋅ µ  0 , and

θV  τ1 τ2  0 ,
we have

θP   zP⋅ µ ,
θQ   zQ⋅ µ , and
θV   (τ1  τ2) .

Given these reductions, we can derive the equilibrium link between the real and

reactive power prices at the buses.

(13)

From
 σP(e ∇L t

PP) σQ∇L t
QP ∇K t

PPθP ∇K t
QPθQ ∇J t

VPθV  pP ,

σP(e ∇L t
PP) σQ∇L t

QP ∇K t
PPθP ∇K t

QPθQ ∇J t
VPθV ∇F t

Pπ1 ≥  w ,

σP∇L t
PQ σQ(e ∇L t

QQ) ∇K t
PQθP ∇K t

QQθQ ∇J t
VQ θV  pQ ,

 σP∇L t
PQ σQ(e ∇L t

QQ) ∇K t
PQθP ∇K t

QQθQ ∇J t
VQ θV ∇F t

Qπ1  0 .

We have from the symmetry of the diagonal matrices∇FP and ∇FQ that

∇FQπ1  pQ or π1  ∇F  1
Q pQ ,

and therefore

pP  MpQ ≤ w , where M  ∇FP∇F  1
Q .

These links for the real and reactive power prices must hold for the dispatch to be

optimal.
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(14)

Likewise, from the additional relation

σP(e ∇L t
PP) σQ∇L t

QP ∇K t
PPθP ∇K t

QPθQ ∇J t
VPθV φ ∇FPπ1   c

we obtain
pP  c  MpQ  φ ≥ 0 ,

or
pP  MpQ ≥ c .

Similarly, we can define the relationship between the real and reactive power prices

at the swing bus.

(15)

From
σP ∇fPπ2   cs , and
σQ ∇fQπ2  0 ;

we have
π2  ∇f  1

Q pQs ,
or

pPs  mpQs  cs , where m ∇fP∇f  1
Q .

The objective function for the dual can be simplified further using the above

definitions. From (11), the dual objective function is:

(16)

σP(L  
P ∇LPPy

 
P ∇LPQy  

Q)  σQ(L  
Q ∇LQPy  

P ∇LQQy  
Q)

 θt
P(z  

P ∇KPPy
 
P ∇KPQy  

Q)  θt
Q(z  

Q ∇KQPy  
P ∇KQQy  

Q)

 θt
V(V   ∇JVPy  

P ∇JVQy  
Q)  φtg  

P  µtz  
MVAmax  τt

1V  
max  τt

2V  
min

 πt
1(  F   ∇FPg  

P ∇FQg  
Q)  π2(  f   ∇fPg  

Ps ∇fQg  
Qs)

Use the definition of the swing bus prices and eliminate the dual variables φ and π.

In addition, eliminate the nonbinding bounds on flows and voltages, for which the corresponding
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dual variables µ and τ are zero. Here we introduce the notation <K> to indicate the subset of

matrix K for the appropriate binding constraints. By definition, for these constraints the bounds

are equal to the corresponding flows and voltages. Hence we obtain the dual objective equal to

(17)

pPs(∇LPPy
 

P  ∇LPQy  
Q L  

P )  pQs(∇LQPy  
P  ∇LQQy  

Q L  
Q)

 <µ >t<z  
P⋅ (∇KPPy

 
P  ∇KPQy  

Q)  z  
Q⋅ (∇KQPy  

P  ∇KQQy  
Q)>

 <τ1 τ2>t<∇JVPy  
P  ∇JVQy  

Q>

 (pP c )tg  
P  (pPs cs)g

 
Ps  p t

Qg  
Q pQsg

 
Qs

By the equality of the primal and dual objective functions, this optimal dual objective

function must be equal to the optimal net benefits from (10). Hence, recognizing that ∆gP
*=0,

we have

(18)

pPs(∇LPPy
 

P  ∇LPQy  
Q L  

P )  pQs(∇LQPy  
P  ∇LQQy  

Q L  
Q)

 <µ >t<z  
P⋅ (∇KPPy

 
P  ∇KPQy  

Q)  z  
Q⋅ (∇KQPy  

P  ∇KQQy  
Q)>

 <τ1 τ2>t<∇JVPy  
P  ∇JVQy  

Q>

 (pP c )tg  
P  (pPs cPs)g

 
Ps  p t

Qg  
Q pQsg

 
Qs

 p t
P d  

P  c tg  
P  p t

Qd  
Q  csg

 
Ps .

This formulation in (18) lends itself to several immediate interpretations. The first line

summarizes the difference between the marginal cost of losses, valued at the swing bus prices,

and the average cost of the losses. Hence this is equal to the rent generated by the nonlinear loss

function. The second line is the corresponding rent on the line flow and bus voltage constraints.

This contribution to the dual problem provides the optimal pricing for congestion and will play

a critical role in the decomposition of transmission prices.
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The third line is the rent on generation whenever the average generation cost is less

than the marginal cost. Finally, the last line is the net benefit measured at the marginal benefit

prices and the actual cost of generation. This net benefit is equal to the producer surplus

measured at the given output prices. Apparently this producer surplus can be decomposed into

the rent on losses, the rent on system operation constraints, and the rent on generation.

An optimal solution must satisfy (18), and if the benefit function is the same as the

area under the demand curve, then the optimal prices are the same as the equilibrium prices in

a market. Ordinarily, we think of the problem as finding the optimal dispatch given the market

prices, and we have shown that the minimum value of the rents is equal to the maximum of the

producer surplus. In the present case, however, the ex  post perspective is in determining a set

of prices that would be consistent with the optimal dispatch. Note that any set of prices that

satisfies the dual constraints will be an equilibrium set of prices for some benefit function.

In many cases there will be a unique solution to the constraints and therefore only one

consistent set of prices. In the case of more than one feasible solution, we assume that we do

not know the benefit function, but want to impute a workable set of prices. One goal might be

to choose the prices p to minimize the resulting rents.54 In the present instance, with the focus

on transmission, there is a convenient simplification that chooses the prices to minimize the

payments to the network for the rents on losses and congestion. If we subtract the rents on

generation from both sides of (18), we obtain

                                                            

     54 Note that this is not the same minimization as in the dual problem, where the choice is over the dual
variables given the marginal prices p.
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(19)

pPs(∇LPPy
 

P  ∇LPQy  
Q L  

P )  pQs(∇LQPy  
P  ∇LQQy  

Q L  
Q)

 <µ >t<z  
P⋅ (∇KPPy

 
P  ∇KPQy  

Q)  z  
Q⋅ (∇KQPy  

P  ∇KQQy  
Q)>

 <τ1 τ2>t<∇JVPy  
P  ∇JVQy  

Q>

  (pPsg
 

Ps  pQsg
 

Qs  p t
P y  

P  p t
Qy  

Q) .

If we choose to minimize the rents on transmission, therefore, this is the same as

maximizing the value of net generation consistent with the constraints on the market equilibrium

prices. Hence a final formulation of the problem of ex  post calculation of the equilibrium prices

relative to the cost of generation at the swing bus (i.e., with cPs=1) becomes:

(20)

Max
µ,τ1,τ2 ≥ 0

pPs,pQs,pP,pQ

pPsg
 

Ps  pQsg
 

Qs  p t
P y  

P  p t
Qy  

Q

s.t.

pPs(e ∇L t
PP) pQs∇L t

QP <∇K t
PP⋅z

 t
P  ∇K t

QP⋅z
 t
Q><µ> <∇J t

VP><τ1 τ2> pP  0

 pPs∇L t
PQ pQs(e ∇L t

QQ)  <∇K t
PQ⋅z

 t
P  ∇K t

QQ⋅z  t
Q><µ> <∇J t

VQ><τ1 τ2> pQ  0
pPs  mpQs  1

c ≤ pP  MpQ ≤ w .

The solution of this pricing problem yields a set of ex  post prices. The prices have the

property that faced with these prices the actual dispatch is also the optimal dispatch.

One goal is to find the minimum set of information needed in order to calculate such

prices. From inspection of (20) it is clear that we need the description of the network with the

associated resistances and reactances and the net loads at each bus, from which we can calculate

the various derivatives. In addition, we need to specify the binding reactive power tradeoff
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coefficients in m and M, and the identity (but not the magnitude) of the binding network

constraints. Finally, for each binding constraint we require a binding upper or lower bound on

the prices at the buses. If the real and reactive power tradeoffs in m and and M are not available

or not binding, then we need to specify one or more of the reactive power prices, such as pQs =

0. This determines an implicit marginal cost of reactive power or the equivalent tradeoff between

real and reactive power.

The operating assumption of the contract network definition is that this information is

or could be readily available as a byproduct of the dispatch process. The information required,

especially for the estimated bounds on prices at key buses, is the similar to that produced

routinely in split-savings settlement systems commonly used in power pools. With this

information, it is a straightforward matter to obtain the optimal ex  post prices from (20). These

bus prices will provide the essential ingredients in defining transmission prices and rights in the

contract network.

COMPUTATIONAL FORM OF PRICING MODEL

The formulation of the pricing problem in (20) is convenient for interpreting and

explaining the price results. However, there is an alternative formulation which is preferred for

computational purposes. This alternative formulation exploits the fact that the matrix ∇Y is

available as a byproduct of the solution of the AC load flow and is a sparse matrix.

The first two constraints in (20) can be written as
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If we premultiply these constraints by ∇Yt, we obtain the equivalent form55
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Hence for purposes of formulating a linear program to calculate the ex  post prices, the

revised problem becomes:

(23)

Max
µ,τ

1
,τ

2
≥ 0
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c ≤ p

P
 Mp

Q
≤ w .

The constraints in (23) can be interpreted as the constraints on phase angles and

voltages dictated by Kirchoff's laws and the net loads on the buses.

                                                            

     55 This simplification requires some modification for ∇L with different network configurations in the case
of the worst contingency analysis discussed below.
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The principal elements for the derivatives of the power flows include:

(24)

     ∂zPk

∂δ i

 ΩkViVj cos(δ i  δ j) ,

     ∂zPk

∂δ j

  ΩkViVj cos(δ i  δ j) ,

     ∂zPk

∂Vi

 GkVi  ΩkVj sin(δ i  δ j) ,

     ∂zPk

∂Vj

  GkVj  ΩkVi sin(δ i  δ j) ,

     ∂zQk

∂δ i

  GkViVj cos(δ i  δ j) ,

     ∂zQk

∂δ j

 GkViVj cos(δ i  δ j) ,

     ∂zQk

∂Vi

 ΩkVi  GkVj sin(δ i  δ j)  Vi Bcapk , and

     ∂zQk

∂Vj

  ΩkVj  GkVi sin(δ i  δ j)  Vj Bcapk .

Similarly, for the losses in (23) we have:

(25)

     ∂lPk

∂δ i

 2GkViVj sin(δ i  δ j) ,

     ∂lPk

∂δ j

  2GkViVj sin(δ i  δ j) ,

     ∂lPk

∂Vi

 2Gk[V i  Vj cos(δ i  δ j)] ,

     ∂lPk

∂Vj

 2Gk[V j  Vi cos(δ i  δ j)] ,

     ∂lQk

∂δ i

 2ΩkViVj sin(δ i  δ j) ,

     ∂lQk

∂δ j

  2ΩkViVj sin(δ i  δ j) ,

     ∂lQk

∂Vi

 2Ωk[V i  Vj cos(δ i  δ j)]  2ViBcapk , and

     ∂lQk

∂Vj

 2Ωk[V j  Vi cos(δ i  δ j)]  2VjBcapk .

The optimal price model formulation in (20) is an ex  post interpretation of the optimal
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spot pricing model formulated by Caramanis et al.56. In the spot pricing case most fully devel-

oped, however, Schweppe et al. ignore reactive power and voltage constraints and analyze spot

prices for the DC Load model approximation of the real power dispatch problem.57 If there are

no voltage or reactive power constraints, and all the system operations limits can be characterized

as limits on the real power line flows, then (20) reduces through approximation to a simpler form

with real power prices as a linear function of the real power loads.58

DEFINING TRANSMISSION RIGHTS, PRICES AND RENTS

Given the system loads and the corresponding set of optimal constraint prices (µ, τ1,

τ2), define the bus prices for real and reactive power in terms of a price reflecting the marginal

losses, pPL and pQL, and a congestion price reflecting the marginal rents on capacity constraints,

pPC and pQC.

                                                            

     56 See M. C. Caramanis, R. E. Bohn and F.C. Schweppe, "Optimal Spot Pricing: Practice and Theory,"
IEEE  Transactions  on  Power  Apparatus  and  Systems, Vol. PAS-101, No. 9, September 1982, pp. 3234-3245.

     57 The linear load flow model builds on the extensive DC load flow analysis for real power in F. C.
Schweppe, M. C. Caramanis, R. D. Tabors, and R.E. Bohn, Spot Pricing of Electricity, Kluwer Academic Publishers,
Norwell, MA, 1988. The linear approximation here is based on the assumption of small losses; in the event that
actual losses are large, implying large phase angle or voltage magnitude differences, the linear approximation for
prices could be modified to reflect the actual Jacobian relative to the nonlinear AC load flow model solution.

     58 For the details see the appendix in W. Hogan, "Contract Networks for Electric Power Transmission,"
Energy and Environmental Policy Center, Harvard University, Discussion Paper, E-90-17, September 1990.
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(26)

For real power flows

pP  pPL  pPC ,

pPL  pPS(e  ∇L t
PP)  pQs∇L t

QP ,

pPC   <z  
P⋅∇KPP  z  

Q⋅∇KQP>
t<µ >  <∇JVP>

t<τ1  τ2> ;

and for reactive power flows

pQ  pQL  pQC ,

pQL   pPs∇L t
PQ  pQs(e  ∇L t

QQ) ,

pQC   <z  
P⋅∇KPQ  z  

Q⋅∇KQQ>t<µ >  <∇JVQ>t<τ1  τ2> .

Transmission is defined as simultaneous input of power into one bus and output of the

same amount of power at another bus. With the definitions from (26), we obtain the short-run

price of transmission as the difference between the prices at the two buses. Hence the price of

real power transmission is a matrix with the typical element for transmission from bus i to bus

j as tPij = pPj - pPi.

With this definition of price, there is flow from bus to bus but no need to define

artificially the path followed in the network. Hence there is a contract network with no need for

a contract path.

If TP is the matrix of real power transmission prices, then the transmission analogs to

the bus power price decompositions in (26) are

TP = TPL + TPC , and

TQ = TQL + TQC .

All users of transmission pay the transmission prices TP and TQ.

A transmission capacity right is defined as the right to put power in one bus and take
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out the same amount of power at another bus in the network. We assume that the simultaneous

use of all the allocated rights is feasible. However, in the contract network we amend the

definition of a capacity right to allow for either specific performance or receipt of an equivalent

rental payment.

System dispatchers use well-tested procedures to respect system stability constraints

and economics. Short-term load conditions may preclude specific performance, and actual loads

may deviate substantially from the loads reflected in the capacity rights. In the definition of the

contract network principles, we impose no requirement that the system operators respect the

long-term capacity rights. We require only that under the network constraints, the system can

be interpreted as having been economically dispatched, and the long-term capacity rights would

have been at least feasible if not optimal. We then use the price decomposition to calculate the

implicit prices that minimize the rents given the actual loads and identified constraints. And

these rents are designed to compensate the capacity-right holders who may have been unable to

enjoy specific performance in the power flows.

In effect, the holders of long-term transmission rights are deemed to have acquired the

right to use the system and ex  post pay only the short-run cost of losses or to receive a rental

payment for use of their rights by others. This rental payment is computed using the capacity

congestion components of the network transmission prices, TPC and TQC, based on the capacity

right rather than the actual usage.59

To clarify, suppose the capacity-right holder has 300 MWs of transmission rights

                                                            

     59 With ex  post pricing, this is the central idea of the transmission line "shareholding" model when
extended to a network as summarized in E. G. Read, "Pricing of Transmission Services: Long Run Aspects," Report
to Trans Power, Canterbury University, New Zealand, October 1988.
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between bus i and bus j. Then in every period the payment to the right-holder is 300tPCij. To

the extent that the right-holder also uses the transmission system, say to transmit 100 MWs, the

right holder pays, 100tPij. For this 100 MWs, the net cost is only the cost of losses, 100tPLij,

consistent with the capacity right. For the remaining 200 MWs, the rental payment is available

to defray the cost of purchasing 200 MWs at bus j in order to satisfy a delivery contract.

If the system is economically dispatched, and the prices of all transmission and power

sales are short-run efficient, then apparently this rental payment will make the capacity-right

holder just indifferent between (i) purchasing power at bus j or (ii) specific performance in actual

shipping the additional power from bus i to bus j at the current transmission prices. With

specific performance, the shipper would pay the transmission price which would include losses

and the rental payment. But if the shipper instead purchases power at the competitive price at

the destination, the rental payment as defined just compensates for the increased price of the

power.

CURTAILMENTS, CONTINGENCIES AND OTHER EXTENSIONS

The ex  post pricing model in (20) follows from the definition of the generic optimal

dispatch model on page 51. This model, with bounds on real power flows and voltage

magnitudes, can accommodate a variety of special conditions that complicate operational control

of the transmission grid. Here we illustrate such extensions by considering special cases or

interpretations for curtailments, contingency analysis, allocations, and displacement, which are

subsumed in principle under the generic formulation.
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Curtailments

In the normal operation of the grid, load patterns may create bottlenecks of such

importance that the optimal dispatch choice may include interruption or curtailment of service

to customers in a certain region. Typically this service curtailment is an option of last resort, but

the pricing system should be able to accommodate this load condition.

The economic implication of using curtailments only as a last resort is the assignment

of a high value on meeting total load. Hence the natural mechanism for including the effect of

transmission-induced curtailments is to specify the opportunity cost of the curtailment by

assigning a high price for any such outage. This outage penalty would enter the pricing model

in (20) as a lower bound, c, on the ex  post spot price at the bus with the curtailed load. This

high curtailment price would affect in turn the estimate of the marginal values of the constraints

which caused the bottleneck. And these constraint values would propagate throughout the

network to modify all the relative prices. If the curtailed users are transmission capacity-right

holders, then the congestion payments would compensate them for the curtailment consistent with

the assumed outage penalty value.

Contingencies

Normal operation of the transmission grid depends on worst-case contingency analysis.

Under typical operating conditions, the flow of power on the lines and the voltages at buses are

both far from any sustained limits for the current configuration of the network. Rather than the

current conditions, however, the system operators are concerned with the conditions that will exist

in the event of an occurrence of the worst contingency.
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For instance, suppose a line goes down. Immediately all the flows on the system will

rearrange according to Kirchoff's laws for this new network with the missing line.60 To a first

approximation, the standard operating criterion is to maintain the dispatch so that with the present

loads at the buses, the line flows and voltages resulting from the worst contingency will be within

the acceptable limits.

Identifying the worst contingency and solving the optimal dispatch problem in real

time, ex  ante, is a difficult and complex task. But once the solution is obtained, by definition

it should be easy to identify the constraints and flows, ex  post, and formulate the generic pricing

problem in (20), at least for the case where the actual bus loads are still feasible. All that is

required is that we identify the binding constraints in the worst contingency that apparently

determined the limits of the actual dispatch, and to use the network description for this

contingency in calculating the appropriate prices. Hence, in addition to the information on the

bounds on prices, it will be necessary to identify the anticipated contingency that constrained the

actual dispatch.

Strictly speaking, the calculation of the losses and the required generation at the swing

bus should be made for the pre-contingency configuration of the network in order to capture the

actual cost of the losses. But the constraints on the flows and the voltage should reflect the

contingency conditions. In other words, suppose that k indexes the possible contingency

conditions, k=1,2,...,n. For each contingency there is a corresponding formulation of Kirchoff's

laws and system operating limits. The formulation of the generic optimal dispatch problem might

                                                            

     60 Here we abstract from the transient stability problems in moving from one equilibrium flow to another.
Note that this formulation assumes the constraints can be specified acceptably in terms of the limiting conditions
on the equilibrium flow after the contingency.
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be restated as:

Max Benefits(dP,dQ) - Cost(gP,gPs)
     dP,gP,dQ,gQ,gPs,gQs,zP,zQ,V
s.t. Conservation  of  Power

et(gP-dP) + gPs - LP(gP-dP,gQ-dQ) = 0,
et(gQ-dQ) + gQs - LQ(gP-dP,gQ-dQ) = 0,

Kirchoff's  Laws  and  System  Operating  Limits

Kk
P(gP-dP,gQ-dQ)⋅Kk

P(gP-dP,gQ-dQ) 
                 + KkQ(gP-dP,gQ-dQ)⋅Kk

Q(gP-dP,gQ-dQ) ≤ zk
MVAmax , for all k,

Vk
min ≤ Jk

V(gP-dP,gQ-dQ) ≤ Vk
max  , for all k,

Generator  Limits

F(gP,gQ) ≤ 0,
f(gPs,gQs) ≤ 0 .

Assuming the dispatchers solve this complicated problem, after the fact we need only

identify the binding constraints. If this information is available, then for (20) the elements of ∇K

and ∇JV would be obtained from the binding contingency configuration; and the elements of ∇L

would from pre-contingency configuration. It is not clear how much the total and marginal losses

would differ for each case. For simplicity in our examples, we calculate the respective elements

of ∇K, ∇JV and ∇L from the same network configuration, but an actual implementation of (20)

or (23) should make this distinction in the calculation of the appropriate elements of the

gradients.

This use of the contingency network configuration is straightforward in calculating

prices for the loss of a line as long as the resulting network can still accommodate the bus loads.

In some contingencies, however, the existing loads may no longer be feasible. For example,

consider the loss of a bus. Clearly the net load at that bus cannot be maintained since
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transmission to or from that bus is no longer feasible, and there must be an adjustment in the

other loads in the system in order to maintain a balance. Here it appears that the proper

treatment is to estimate two sets of loads, for before and after loss of the bus, yB and yA, and to

calculate the elements of ∇L with yB and the elements of ∇K and ∇JV with yA. This can all be

subsumed in the generic formulation with the appropriate definition of Kk and JkV. Then the

transmission prices will reflect the actual losses and the congestion problems induced by the loads

at other buses. But the transmission involving the affected bus will have no congestion

component because the loss of the transmission right is not caused by congestion but by the

contingency itself. Hence the definition of the transmission capacity right must include the

presumption that the right does not apply for the curtailed bus in the case of this particular

contingency.

A similar treatment would apply to the loss of a large generator. Clearly the ex  post

bus loads must adjust to accommodate the loss in supply. The pre-contingency loads yB would

apply to the loss calculation in ∇L, and the post-contingency loads yA would apply to the

calculation of the congestion constraint components in ∇K and ∇JV. These modifications would

allow direct use of (20) or (23) to determine the ex  post prices.

Allocations

The initial allocation of capacity rights could be achieved by any of a number of

methods. For instance, native load customers might receive a designated amount of capacity, and

then the remainder could be assigned to new users. However, with the availability of well

specified capacity rights, it would be natural to consider use of an auction to allow for non-
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discriminatory access in a market-like mechanism.

The details of an auction could accommodate many special features of the transmission

system. The essence in the context of a contract network framework is to ensure that the

allocated rights are feasible given the configuration of the network. In this case, a

straightforward adaptation of the optimal dispatch model provides a formulation of a concurrent

auction model for selecting the long-term capacity awards based on the willingness to pay.

Suppose that we describe a bid for capacity by bidder i as a maximum quantity BIDi,

with vectors bidPi  that defines the real power flow and bidQi  that defines the corresponding

reactive power flow, and maximum price Pbidi. Presumably the bidders control generation and,

therefore, we can assume that any feasible bid satisfies the generator limits. Then ignoring losses

the adaptation of the optimal dispatch problem becomes:

Max Σ Pbidixi

     xi≥0,yP,yQ,
s.t. Bid  Definition

xi ≤ BIDi, for all i,
yP - Σ bidPixi = 0,
yQ - Σ bidQixi = 0,

Kirchoff's  Laws  and  System  Operating  Limits

KP(yP,yQ)⋅KP(yP,yQ) + KQ(yP,yQ)⋅KQ(yP,yQ) ≤ zMVAmax ,
Vmin ≤ JV(yP,yQ) ≤ Vmax  .

The solution to this problem will yield the optimal awards. Furthermore, under the

assumption that the bids represent the maximum willingness to pay, the dual solution yields the
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market clearing prices for the bids.61 The award price paid will never be greater than the bid

price. Presumably the bid price represents the value of the capacity in excess of the expected

cost of losses in transmission. However, because the capacity right is defined in terms of a

contract network, there is no concern with the possibility of service foreclosure due to congestion.

Displacement

This bidding model and the definition of contract rights implicitly include the

possibility of displacement transmission where transmission rights and flows, moving in opposite

directions, in effect cancel each other. This presents no special difficulty once we note the

implications of the displacement flow from "expensive" to "cheap" power sources. In the event

that such "flow" is deemed to have occurred, the interpretation is that the transmission price is

negative. Naturally this means that the putative transmission is reducing either losses, congestion

or both. Hence the user pursuing such a transaction should be paid by the grid. In the event that

the congestion charge was negative for this transaction, the other users of the grid in effect would

be paying the displacement transmission for the benefit of increasing the overall transmission

capacity.

The symmetric treatment would apply to any capacity right between buses that had a

negative congestion charge. Now the "right" holder would pay rather than receive the congestion

rental. In the event of specific performance, this congestion payment to the grid would just

cancel the use payment from the grid, and the net benefit would be just in keeping the marginal

                                                            

     61 For a further discussion of a similar concurrent auction mechanism and the connection to competitive
markets, see W. Hogan, "An Efficient Concurrent Auction Model for Firm Natural Gas Transportation Capacity,"
Energy and Environmental Policy Center, Harvard University, August 1990.
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savings on losses in the system.

Of course, if the capacity-right holder does not use the system, not because of

congestion but perhaps because of a lack of plant availability, the cost in each period will be the

rental payment owed to the gird. Presumably, therefore, this displacement capacity right is a

burden and not a benefit. Hence, at the time of allocation, or as part of an auction, the award

price would be negative. In other words, the displacement capacity-right holder would be paid

for taking on the displacement obligations in the contract network.

In principle, there could be any number of displacement flows canceling out other

flows. This could create seemingly large total payments in the accounts of the settlement system.

However, obviously the net payments to the grid depend only on the net loads at each bus. With

or without displacement, it is important to be sure that the contract network payments form the

users of the grid will be adequate to cover the obligations to the capacity-right holders.

Fortunately, under reasonable conditions, this is guaranteed by the properties of the optimal load

flow in the network.

REVENUE ADEQUACY

The contract network pricing model uses congestion payments as the rental fee for use

of the capacity rights. In the case of specific performance, where the transmission capacity-right

holder actually uses the capacity, the payment of the full rental fee ensures that the marginal cost

of transmission is the true total cost, but the average net cost of transmission use is determined

solely by marginal losses. However, if the capacity-right holder does not use the capacity, then

under the optimal dispatch assumption the rental payment is at least enough to ensure that the
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net cost to purchase power at the destination is no more than the cost of own-generation and

transmission. This definition of the capacity right in the contract network, in effect for either

specific performance or receipt of a congestion rental payment, is designed to make the capacity-

right holder indifferent between the two outcomes.62

The transmission grid operator stands between the parties, collecting congestion

payments from the users of the system and disbursing congestion rentals to the holders of the

capacity rights. It is of interest to the grid operator, therefore, to determine the adequacy of the

revenue to cover the obligations to the capacity-right holders. Will the total congestion payments

in the contract network proposal be sufficient to cover the rental obligations?

This is a special case of the larger question of the total revenue adequacy of any

transmission pricing scheme. It is well known that transmission construction enjoys substantial

economies of scale, and these economies imply that at the optimal scale the short-run marginal

cost can be well below the average cost. Hence a one-part, marginal-cost pricing system would

not generate the revenues needed to cover the cost of expansion. Restoration of revenue

adequacy would depend on a multi-part pricing system with fixed and variable charges.

However, this full analysis is beyond the present scope; here we address the narrower question

of the short-run revenue adequacy of the transmission congestion payments system.

We assume the capacity rights have been fully allocated, or any residual rights are

construed as belonging to the grid operator. In the important special case of the "DC load"

                                                            

     62 The mechanics could be different than this either-or interpretation. All actual users of the grid could
pay the full transmission price, including the capacity-right holder. The capacity-right holder would always receive
the full rental payment at the current congestion price. In the case of specific performance for the capacity-right
holder, the net transmission cost is reduced to the cost of losses. And if the capacity-right holder cannot use the
capacity, the rental payment covers the increased cost of purchase at the destination, with the net cost the same as
for specific performance. 
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approximation with a given set of binding constraints, there is a happy result that follows from

the linearity of the line flows in terms of bus loads; namely, the total congestion payments made

by the actual uses of the grid equal the total capacity rental payments that must be made to the

capacity-right holders. Hence in the DC load approximation for real power flows there is exact

revenue adequacy for the congestion payments. And, as usual, for the losses component there

is a slight rental payment to the grid because marginal losses exceed average losses.

The general case for the full AC contract network model in (20) is more complicated,

but for the typical case the congestion payments should parallel the loss payments in making a

net contribution to the grid. For the sake of simplicity, assume that the binding constraints are

upper bounds and the corresponding constraint dual variables are positive. The actual dispatch

is y* and the capacity rights are y. Then the congestion prices are given by

(pPC , pQC)
t = -(µt(zP

*⋅∇KP+zQ
*⋅∇KQ) + τt∇JV ). Assuming all the net load is transmission subject

to congestion rental payments, the actual payments to the grid equal (pPC,pQC)
t(d*-g*) =

(µt(zP
*⋅∇KP+zQ

*⋅∇KQ)+τt∇JV)y* and the payment obligations from the grid would be

(µt(zP
*⋅∇KP+zQ

*⋅∇KQ)+τt∇JV)y. Then revenue adequacy would require that (µt(zP
*⋅∇KP+zQ

*⋅∇KQ)

+ τt∇JV )(y - y*)≤0.

Given that µ,τ≥0, it would be enough to demonstrate that for the binding constraints

we have <zP
*⋅∇KP+zQ

*⋅∇KQ>(y - y*)≤0 and <∇JV>(y - y*)≤0, for any feasible y and the actual

dispatch y*. A sufficient condition for these inequalities would be convexity of the set of feasible

net loads. In particular, if for any convex combination of y and y*, say yo, we have a feasible

load, then it must meet the bounds on voltages and average flows at least for the binding upper

bounds at y*. Hence for the binding constraints we would have <zMVA(yo)> =
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<zMVA(y*)> + t 2<zP⋅∇KP+zQ⋅∇KQ>(y - y*) ≤ <zMVA(y*)> = <zMVAmax>, for 0≤t≤1 and z⋅∇K

evaluated at a point between yo and y*. Therefore <zP
*⋅∇KP+zQ

*⋅∇KQ>(y - y*)≤0. Similarly,

<∇JV>(y - y*)≤0 .

Monotonicity of zMVA  and V as functions of y would guarantee zMVA(yo) between

zMVA(y) and zMVA(y*), and V(yo) between V(y) and V(y*), and this would imply that the feasible

set of net loads is a convex set. We conjecture that at least over the normal range of variation,

an AC load flow is convex or monotonic in this sense. In other words, if monotonicity is true,

moving continuously from one load pattern to another results in a movement of the flows and

voltages in the same direction as the ultimate objective. An alternative motivation that is

intuitively consistent with the physics would imply convexity directly; in other words, if two load

patterns are feasible, then their average should also be feasible.63 In this case the total congestion

payments to the grid operator will be at least as large as the total payment obligations from the

grid operator. Given the nonlinearity of the AC load model, the bounds on the payments may

be strict and there will be greater payments in than payments out.64 In all the examples

examined, there is a net contribution to the grid operator.65 This contribution, along with the

contribution from losses, could be used as part of the overall payments to defray the fixed costs

of transmission.

                                                            

     63 Note that this implies quasi-convexity but not necessarily convexity of zP and V as functions of y, and
convexity of the feasible net loads. Apparently convexity of the feasible set of net loads, y, is a conjecture that is
plausible, consistent with experimental evidence, but unproven in general; see W. F. Tinney and D. I. Sun, Optimal
Power  Flow:  Research  and  Code  Development, Electric Power Research Institute, EL-4894, February 1987, p. 2-4.

     64 Recognize that this requires that all users of the transmission grid pay the short-term transmission price.
There are no exemptions, such as for "native" load. Of course, the native load customers could be assigned the
capacity-rights, in which case their net cost of transmission is always limited to the cost of losses.

     65 W. Hogan, "Contract Networks for Electric Power Transmission," Energy and Environmental Policy
Center, Harvard University, Discussion Paper, E-90-17, September 1990.
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